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Abstract
The human resource perspective of a business process is concerned with the relation
between the activities of a process and the actors who take part in them. Unlike other process
perspectives, such as control flow, for which many different types of analyses have been
proposed, such as finding deadlocks, there is an important gap regarding the human resource
perspective. Resource analysis in business processes has not been defined, and only a few
analysis operations can be glimpsed in previous approaches. In this paper, we identify and
formally define seven design-time analysis operations related to how resources are involved in
process activities. Furthermore, we demonstrate that for a wide variety of resource-aware BP
models, those analysis operations can be automated by leveraging Description Logic (DL)
off-the-shelf reasoners. To this end, we rely on Resource Assignment Language (RAL), a
domain-specific language that enables the definition of conditions to select the candidates to
participate in a process activity. We provide a complete formal semantics for RAL based on
DLs and extend it to address the operations, for which the control flow of the process must
also be taken into consideration. A proof-of-concept implementation has been developed
and integrated in a system called CRISTAL. As a result, we can give an automatic answer
to different questions related to the management of resources in business processes at design
time.
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1. Introduction1
The human resource perspective of a Business Process (BP) [1] (also known as the2
organisational perspective [2]) is concerned with the relation between the activities of a3
process and the human resources1 that take part in them. The management of resources4
in Business Process Management (BPM) encompasses several tasks, typically divided into5
two groups. Resource assignment is the design-time definition of the conditions (resource6
selection conditions from now on) that must be fulfilled by the company members to become7
candidates to work on the process activities. The outcome is a resource-aware BP model,8
i.e., a process model annotated with resource selection conditions. Resource allocation is the9
run-time designation of the actual performers of the activities before their execution, which10
includes, for instance, mechanisms for resource prioritisation that may ease the distribution11
of work.12
Like in other BP perspectives (e.g., the control flow), analysis of the resource perspective13
may provide insights that are relevant for the execution of the process. For instance, both14
assignment and allocation must guarantee a deadlock-free execution. Therefore, it is of15
utmost importance to ensure that the resource-aware process model is consistent, i.e., that16
there are candidates for all the activities. It is also helpful to know beforehand the workload17
a resource may have during the execution of a specific process, i.e., which activities of the18
process may be allocated to her.19
Resource management in Business Processes (BPs) in general and analysis in particular20
have not yet reached the degree of maturity of other BP perspectives, such as control flow.21
Specifically, the following gaps have been found. First, to the best of our knowledge, only22
two analysis operations have been identified and tackled in the literature so far, namely,23
determining the candidates to execute a process activity given a set of selection conditions24
(i.e., the potential participants in a BP activity) and checking whether a resource-aware25
BP model is consistent. Second, there are very few software prototypes that implement26
these operations, and only a subset of them are independent of any BP modelling language27
used to specify the process. Finally, a paradigm that underpins the analysis of this BP28
perspective similarly to the one provided by Petri nets for the control flow perspective is29
missing. Therefore, the efforts necessary to formally define these operations will take more30
time to converge.31
We focus on increasing the degree of maturity of analysis in the BP resource perspective,32
specifically with regard to resources. In particular:33
• We define a catalogue of seven person-activity operations related to how resources are34
involved in activities. The catalogue is divided into three categories: basic, consistency35
checking, and criticality checking operations. Five of the seven operations are novel.36
• We propose a way to define resource-aware BP models by using Resource Assign-37
ment Language (RAL) [3], a language to define resource selection conditions that is38
independent of any process modelling notation.39
1For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the paper we use resource to refer to human resources.
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• We propose Description Logics (DLs) as a paradigm to underpin the analysis of40
resource-aware BP models based on RAL, and we show that for the R3C-processes, a41
term we coin to denote a class of resource-aware BP models that meet certain condi-42
tions (cf. Section 5), it is possible to interpret the entire set of analysis operations in43
terms of DLs.44
• We offer a proof-of-concept implementation of the catalogue of analysis operations.45
This catalog is integrated into a larger system called Collection of Resource-centrIc46
Supporting Tools And Languages (CRISTAL) [4], which provides several tools for47
the management of the BP resource perspective. The core of the prototype is a DL48
reasoner, which reduces the development effort and the likelihood of failure.49
A preliminary version of RAL and its semantics have been presented in previous pub-50
lications [3, 5]. In this paper, we extend them as follows. First, we revisited the RAL51
specification and separated the RAL expressions into different modules. We also added52
support to define resource assignments for different degrees of involvement in the process53
activities, also called task duties. For instance, RAL allows defining selection conditions54
for the person in charge of carrying out the work, the person who must approve the work55
performed and the person who must receive notifications related to an activity. These and56
other duties have been identified and used in a few approaches, such as BPEL4People [6]57
and RACI [7]. Second, we adapted and extended the RAL semantics originally defined in58
DLs. The extension takes into account specific features required for the automation of the59
seven analysis operations mentioned above. The overall idea of the extension is to include in60
the DL-based Knowledge Base (KB) required information about other BP resource perspec-61
tives [8], specifically the control flow of the process. Finally, we provide the DL formulas62
dealing with the automated resolution of the analysis operations at design time based on63
the extended KB.64
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a running scenario that65
is used throughout this paper. Section 3 defines automated resource analysis in BPs and the66
person-activity analysis operations, which constitute the main goal of this work. Section 467
presents the current version of RAL. Section 5 introduces the conditions a resource-aware68
BP model must fulfil to be an R3C-process and the characteristics that make it amenable to69
automatic analysis using DLs. Section 6 describes the semantics of the BP resource perspec-70
tive using RAL for resource assignment. Section 7 describes the content of a KB to address71
the analysis operations at design time, and it presents the DL expressions for the imple-72
mentation of the operations. Section 8 presents an evaluation of RAL expressiveness and73
describes an implementation of the analysis operations and its integration into CRISTAL [4].74
Finally, Section 9 summarises the revision of the state of the art on the design-time analysis75
of resources in BPs, and Section 10 closes the paper by drawing several conclusions and76
outlining potential future work.77
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2. Running Example78
In the following, we describe a scenario that will be used as a running example throughout79
this article. We highlight some concepts that we elaborate later on.80
Let us assume that we belong to the ISA research group of the University of Seville and81
that we take part in a hypothetical research project called Human Resource Management82
System (HRMS). The model shown in Figure 1 represents the hierarchy of organisational83
positions that are involved in the organisational unit HRMS2. Seven positions (Project Co-84
ordinator, Account Delegate, Technician, Administrative Assistant, Work Package Leader,85
PhD Student and Post-Doc Researcher) are members of this unit, and eight persons (An-86
thony, Betty, Daniel, Anna, Charles, John, Christine and Adele) occupy them. The hierarchy87
of positions defines the reporting lines among the members of HRMS so that, for instance,88
the people occupying the position Work Package Leader (i.e., Charles) report to the Project89
Coordinator(s) (i.e., Anthony), and they can delegate work to people occupying the position90
PhD Student or Post-Doc Researcher (i.e., John, Christine and Adele) because they are91
lower in the hierarchy. Similarly, the Project Coordinator (i.e., Anthony) does not report to92
anyone, but he can delegate work to any other member of the project. A table attached to93
the figure depicts the roles people have according to the positions they occupy. Note that94
for the sake of brevity, people may have a set of capabilities (e.g., skills or education) that95
are not represented in the figure.96
The procedure illustrated in Figure 2 represents a collaboration between two BPs mod-97
elled with Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) 2.03 [9]: one BP is developed at98
pool Research Vice-chancellorship and the other at pool ISA Research Group. The pro-99
cedure consists of a simplified version of the procedure to manage a trip to a conference,100
according to the rules of the University of Seville. We are going to focus on the BP carried101
out at pool ISA Research Group. The process starts when a researcher submits the camera102
ready version of a paper (activity A4) that has been accepted for publication in a conference.103
Then, the person who will present the paper at the conference must fill out a Travel Autho-104
risation form (activity B) to request permission. Any required information she is unable to105
fill in can be requested from another member of the project, e.g., the funding project for the106
trip. Once the form is filled out, the principal investigator of the funding project is notified,107
as she is responsible for approving the trip (activity C). When the document is signed, it108
is sent to the Research Vice-chancellorship (activity D) for external revision to ensure that109
all the requirements are met. If it is approved, the potential attendee must register at the110
conference (activity F ) and provide all the information (e.g., venue place and dates) to a111
clerk, who makes the reservations required (activity G). Such reservations must be checked112
by the attendee afterwards. If the authorisation is not approved, it must be filled out again113
and the evaluation process is repeated until it is finally approved.114
2Please note that this model is inspired by reality, but the values (roles, positions, persons, etcetera) have
been modified due to confidentiality issues.
3In BPMN a process takes place within a single pool. Diagrams with two or more pools, in which
messages between the pools are exchanged, are called collaborations.
4We use letters from A to G to refer to the activities of the process.
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Position Role 
Project Coordinator 
Principal Investigator 
Project Account Administrator 
Project Resource Manager 
Work Package Leader Work Distributor Project Staff Member 
Post-Doc Researcher Project Staff Member Researcher 
PhD Student Researcher 
Administrative Assistant Clerk 
… … !
Figure 1: Excerpt of the organisational model of the ISA group for project HRMS
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Figure 2: BP to manage the trip to attend a conference
Figure 3 shows the resource assignments for the running example. Please, note that there115
are several task duties associated with some of the activities, in particular those defined116
in RACI matrices [7], namely, Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and Informed. The117
expressions range from conditions merely based on the organisational structure (i.e., roles,118
positions, etcetera) to access-control constraints [10], specifically Binding of Duties (BoD)119
in the four last activities. Access-control constraints define security conditions stating either120
that the same resource must perform two specific activities (BoD) or that the same resource121
cannot execute two specific activities (Separation of Duties (SoD)). Please note that although122
RAL is mentioned in the figure, it will be explained in Section 4.123
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Submit Camera Ready Version (A). A Researcher or any person with role Project Staff Member in
project HRMS is responsible for submitting the paper to the conference.
(HAS ROLE Researcher IN UNIT HRMS) OR (HAS ROLE ProjectStaffMember IN UNIT HRMS)
Fill Travel Authorisation (B). The authorisation form must be filled out by a researcher of HRMS.
HAS ROLE Researcher IN UNIT HRMS
Any member of the project can be consulted to fill in information required.
HAS UNIT HRMS
The principal investigator of the funding project is informed afterwards.
HAS ROLE PrincipalInvestigator IN UNIT IN DATA FIELD TravelAuthorisation.Project
Sign Travel Authorisation (C). The form must be signed by the coordinator of project HRMS.
HAS POSITION ProjectCoordinator
Send Travel Authorisation (D). This activity must be performed by the person that filled out the travel
authorisation form.
IS ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY FillTA
Check Response (E). The response received can be checked by anyone from the same project having
some position in common with the person that submitted the paper in the current BP instance.
(HAS UNIT HRMS) AND (SHARES SOME POSITION WITH ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY
SubmitCRV)
Register at Conference (F). The person who sent the travel authorisation in the ongoing instance is
due to register at the conference, as long as she occupies position HRMS PhD Student.
(IS ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY SendTA) AND (HAS POSITION PhDStudent)
The information about the conference and the trip is sent to a clerk.
HAS ROLE Clerk
Make Reservations (G). The clerk who was notified before is responsible for making the reservations
required.
(HAS ROLE Clerk) AND (IS ANY PERSON informed in ACTIVITY RegisterAtConference)
The person attending the conference must approve these reservations.
IS ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY RegisterAtConference
Figure 3: Resource selection conditions for the activities of the process in Figure 2
3. Resource Analysis in Business Processes124
The automated analysis of the BP resource perspective can be defined as the automated125
extraction of information from resource-aware BP models about the resources that may take126
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part in the process activities. Following the same approach that has been used with process127
performance indicators [11] and in other fields such as Software Product Lines (SPLs) [12],128
we define the automated analysis in terms of a set of analysis operations. Specifically,129
from the study of the state of the art on resource analysis in BPs (cf. Section 9) and the130
needs identified in conversations with several Andalusian ICT companies, we have defined a131
catalogue of seven person-activity operations related to the involvement of resources in the132
BP activities.133
This catalogue can be divided into three categories: basic operations, consistency check-134
ing operations and criticality checking operations. All of them can be applied to any task135
duty associated with a BP activity and can be executed in different phases of the BP lifecycle.136
The phase of the lifecycle is relevant because it may have an influence on its implementation.137
In this paper, we focus on design-time analysis, i.e., the design and analysis phase of the138
BP lifecycle [8, 13]. The operations have been defined to be as reusable as possible, and an139
implementation of each of them in DLs is detailed in Section 7.140
3.1. Basic Person-Activity Operations141
These operations analyse the relations between the activities of a process and the people142
who can perform them according to the resource assignments. There are four basic person-143
activity operations, one of which (Potential Participants) has already been identified in the144
literature.145
3.1.1. Potential Participants (PP)146
The PP operation takes an activity and a task duty and returns the people who are147
candidates to perform that specific task duty for the activity specified. Thus, at design148
time, a person is a potential participant of an activity for a specific task duty if there is149
some BP instance in which she can be an actual performer of that task duty5.150
Although obtaining the potential participants of an activity is sometimes straightforward,151
the presence of access-control constraints in BPs may make it significantly more difficult,152
especially when they affect loops. Let us illustrate this point with activities B and F of the153
running example (cf. Figure 2). As shown in Figure 3, the person responsible for the former154
is any person with role Researcher within unit HRMS ; the person responsible for the latter155
is any person with position PhD Student who was responsible for activity D. Finally, the156
responsible for activity D is any person responsible for activity B. Therefore, activities B,157
D and F must be performed by the same person, i.e., there is a BoD between them.158
As depicted in Figure 1, there are only three people in the project with the role Researcher159
(required for B), namely John, Christine and Adele; among them, only John occupies160
position PhD Student (required for F ). Consequently, only John can participate in all B, D,161
and F. This means that if B, D, and F are executed only once in a process instance, then162
only John can perform them.163
However, note that B can be executed more times in a single BP instance, in case there164
is some problem with the travel authorisation form. In that case, there are two possible165
5Note that from this definition, participant and performer can be used as synonyms in this context.
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interpretations for the potential participants of B, namely, the relaxed interpretation and166
the strict interpretation.167
The relaxed interpretation is that if activity B has already been allocated to John, the168
subsequent executions of the activity can be performed by Christine and Adele as well169
because there is already a past actual performer of the activity who can be allocated to F170
and D without violating the BoD constraint, which is John. Therefore, in this interpretation,171
the potential participants of activity B for the task duty Responsible are John, Christine,172
and Adele because the three of them may be actually responsible for the activity at some173
moment, provided that John had been responsible for the activity at least once in the same174
process instance.175
The strict interpretation is that B can only be performed by people who can also perform176
activities D and F, i.e., those that could perform B, D, and F if they were executed only177
once. In this interpretation, the only potential person responsible for activity B is John.178
The decision of which interpretation to choose is domain-specific and depends on the179
specific activity to which the potential participants operation is applied. Therefore, two180
variants of the potential participants operation are considered: PP , which uses the re-181
laxed interpretation, and α-PP, which uses the strict interpretation. In our example,182
PP (B, responsible) = {John,Christine, Adele} and α-PP(B, responsible) = {John}.183
Example. In addition to the aforementioned examples, according to the scenario described184
in Section 2, the potential persons responsible for activity A are John, Christine, Adele and185
Charles, and Anthony is the only person potentially responsible for activity C.186
Applicability. This operation serves for studying or checking whether people are involved in187
specific types of activities as well as for detecting security problems derived from an incorrect188
assignment of permissions in terms of activity execution, i.e., a person who was supposed to189
be involved in an activity but cannot take part in it due to the assignment. It is also useful190
to detect activities that can be assigned to the same resources and, hence, are candidates for191
aggregation when creating an executable BP model [13]. Furthermore, typical operations for192
set comparison used in Set Theory [14] can be applied to this operation, e.g., to determine193
whether the potential participants in two given activities are exactly the same resources.194
3.1.2. Potential Activities (PA)195
The PA operation lists the activities that may be allocated to one resource with regard196
to a specific task duty during a process instance execution. It takes the identity of a specific197
person and the task duty to be checked, and it returns the activities that can be potentially198
allocated to this person for that task duty. Like potential participants, there are two variants199
of this operation: PA and α-PA depending on whether one chooses the relaxed interpretation200
or the strict interpretation, respectively.201
Example. The potential activities for which John may be responsible in the running scenario202
are A, B, D, and F because he is a potential participant of these activities for task duty203
Responsible according to the conditions defined in the resource assignments.204
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Applicability. This operation is useful to provide people with a personalised list of all of the205
activities they may be involved in or to identify the requirements for someone who is going206
to substitute a certain person in the organisation. It is also useful to detect the degree of207
involvement of a person in a BP in terms of the number of activities in which she can take208
part. Moreover, similar to potential participants, typical operations for set comparison can209
also be used to determine, for instance, whether the set of activities that can be allocated to210
a specific person is a subset of the set of activities potentially allocated to another person.211
3.1.3. Non-potential Activities (NPA)212
The NPA operation takes a person and a task duty and calculates the activities in213
which she cannot perform that task duty, if any. Like potential participants, there are two214
variants of this operation: NPA and α-NPA depending on whether one chooses the relaxed215
interpretation or the strict interpretation, respectively.216
Example. In the running scenario, John cannot be responsible for activity C.217
Applicability. This operation is useful when one is interested in increasing the responsibilities218
of a person in the organisation. The outcome of this operation is a set of activities whose219
resource assignments are candidates to be changed to include the resource at hand.220
3.1.4. Non-participants (NP)221
The NP operation takes an activity and a task duty and returns the people who can never222
participate in the activity performing that task duty, if any. Like potential participants, there223
are two variants of this operation: NP and α-NP depending on whether one chooses the224
relaxed interpretation or the strict interpretation, respectively.225
Example. In the running example, the non-participants of task duty Responsible in activity226
A are Anna, Daniel, Betty, and Anthony, and all but Anthony are non-participants in the227
task duty in activity C.228
Applicability. This operation is a way to quickly detect the relationship between people and229
BPs in an organisation, making it easier to ensure that certain resources do not have access230
to BPs that are not aligned with their duties or responsibilities in the company. Such duties231
may be defined in the form of access-control policies of people to specific types of processes232
or activities.233
3.2. Consistency Checking Person-Activity Operation234
This category of operations includes just one operation focused on checking whether for235
all activities of the process there is at least one person who is allowed to perform the task236
duty for any execution of the activity. Specifically, the consistency checking (CC) operation237
takes a task duty and returns whether the BP model is consistent with regard to that task238
duty, i.e., if it is always possible to find a potential participant for an activity during any239
execution of the process for that task duty. This definition is based on the definition of240
consistency introduced in [15], although it has been extended to address task duties.241
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Example. The BP in Figure 2 is consistent regarding task duty Responsible given the re-242
source assignments defined in Figure 3 because there can be at least one potential person243
responsible for each activity instance in a process instance.244
Applicability. An inconsistent process may result in behavioural problems at run time be-245
cause there may not be anyone to whom some task duty can be allocated in case the activity246
needs to be executed in a BP instance. Therefore, this operation is fundamental to ensure247
the correct operation of the BP resource perspective, as it detects situations in which the248
process could fall into a deadlock.249
3.3. Criticality Checking Person-Activity Operations250
Apart from consistency, one aspect that is relevant to resource assignment is checking251
whether there is only one person who is authorised to perform a certain activity of the252
process. Identifying these people is useful for reducing the vulnerability of the organisation253
to failure, which, according to Malone et al. [16], is strongly related with the possibility to254
replace one resource with another. The two novel operations introduced next detect weak255
points of a process in the face of resource unavailability.256
3.3.1. Critical Participants (CP)257
One or more people are critical participants of a BP if they have to be allocated to258
one or more activities because there are no more potential participants for them. The CP259
operation takes a task duty and returns the members of the organisation who are critical in260
the execution of a process for that task duty.261
The simplest case is when there is only one potential participant for an activity. However,262
this operation also has to take into account situations that may appear in the presence of263
access control constraints. An example is as follows. Let us suppose that the assignment of264
B is a person with position Post-Doc Researcher and the assignment of F is an SoD with265
B. Moreover, the participant must also have position Post-Doc Researcher. According to266
the organisational model in Figure 1, only Christine and Adele have that position. In this267
scenario, the potential persons responsible for both activities are {Christine, Adele} because268
there may be a BP instance in which Christine is allocated to B and Adele is allocated to F269
and another process instance in which the allocations are the opposite. However, although270
B and G each have two potential persons responsible, both Christine and Adele are critical271
participants because they must always be allocated either to B or to F, as there are no more272
potential persons responsible for them.273
Example. Anthony is a critical participant in the process for task duty Responsible in the274
running example because he is the only potential person responsible for activity C.275
Applicability. A process with a critical participant for task duty Responsible is a process276
whose execution may eventually depend on one unique person. This fact may make the277
organisation vulnerable in the sense that it may depend on one specific person to complete278
one of its business processes. Therefore, this operation is useful for identifying those people279
who have this particular relevance in the organisation. Furthermore, it is also useful as a280
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mechanism to identify potential bottlenecks without the need to gather and analyse process281
execution logs.282
3.3.2. Critical Activities (CA)283
An activity is a critical activity for a given task duty if it has only one potential partic-284
ipant for that task duty. The CA operation takes a person and a task duty and returns the285
critical activities in which that person is involved with the given task duty.286
Example. Activity C is critical regarding task duty Responsible because the process gets287
blocked in the absence of Anthony.288
Applicability. Detecting the activities of a process that can only be performed by one person289
helps pinpoint potential bottlenecks without the need to gather and analyse process execu-290
tion logs. It is also useful for obtaining the activities whose resource assignments should be291
modified temporarily or permanently when a specific person is unavailable for a specific (or292
indefinite) period of time to avoid process deadlocks.293
4. Resource Assignment in Business Processes with RAL294
Resource Assignment Language (RAL) is a modular, extensible Domain Specific Lan-295
guage (DSL) explicitly developed to define resource selection conditions that can be used296
to specify resource assignments for the activities of a BP. It was first introduced in [3] and297
extended in [17], and it allows formulating expressions, such as those shown in Figure 3.298
Reusability is at the core of RAL and has guided several high-level decisions in the299
language’s design. Two of these decisions have a particularly strong influence on the language300
structure. First, RAL constructs are divided into RAL expressions and RAL constraints.301
Resource selection conditions are specified by means of different types of RAL expressions302
that may contain different types of constraints. This division between expressions and303
constraints enables the reuse of the latter in different RAL expressions. Second, RAL is304
a modular language that comprises RAL Core, a common part that allows defining basic305
assignments based on a resource’s characteristics. There are several extensions that add new306
types of expressions and/or constraints. RAL Core has been defined to be independent of307
the context in which resource selection is used, i.e., it could also be used to select resources308
for other purposes in organisations that are not process-oriented.309
In this paper, we present four extensions designed for BPM that make up the so-called310
RAL ODDA as depicted in Figure 46. The constructs added by these extensions have been311
defined to make the language as expressive as possible without losing automated analysis312
capabilities while maintaining understandability and coherence in the expressions. Specif-313
ically, concerning expressiveness, all RAL ODDA constructs have been chosen to cover (i)314
the constraints related to the organisational model of the organisation; (ii) a subset of the315
Workflow Resource Patterns (WRPs) [18] that capture behaviour related to resource assign-316
ment in Workflows (WFs), namely the creation patterns (see Section 8.1 for details on how317
6OM and BP represent resp. the organisational and BP metamodels used in RAL.
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Figure 4: RAL ODDA
RAL ODDA supports them); and (iii) the task duties associated to the activities. In fact,318
there is no element in the organisational metamodel or creation pattern that is not covered319
by a RAL ODDA construct except for history-based allocation. Moreover, thanks to RAL320
modularity, the expressiveness can be improved with new RAL modules that, for instance,321
could provide support for other organisational metamodels as detailed in [19]. Regarding322
understandability and coherence, RAL ODDA constructs have been carefully designed to be323
close to natural language and to feel similar to a unique language despite being four different324
modules.325
In the remainder of this section, we detail RAL Core and all RAL ODDA extensions.326
Furthermore, the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) syntax of RAL ODDA is presented327
in Appendix A. The RAL expressions for the running example are shown in Figure 3. As328
can be observed, RAL modules can be composed with each other to define conditions, e.g.,329
in activity F RAL AC is used in conjunction with RAL Org.330
4.1. RAL Core331
RAL Core contains generic resource selection expressions independent of any domain,332
specifically:333
ANYONE. It allows selecting any person.334
IS PersonConstraint. It limits the set of people selected by means of a PersonConstraint.335
In RAL Core the only PersonConstraint considered consists of explicitly indicating the336
identity of one person. For instance, in the domain at hand, the expression IS David337
indicates that David is the only potential performer of the task duty in question.338
NOT (DeniableExpr). It allows selecting people who do not meet certain conditions. For339
instance, the expression NOT(IS Anthony) excludes Anthony from a set of potential340
performers of the task duty in question.341
(Expr) OR (Expr) | (Expr) AND (Expr). It allows specifying multiple conditions in the same342
RAL expression, connecting them with the OR and AND operators. For instance, in343
Figure 3 the assignment for activity A shows two alternative conditions for resource se-344
lection, and the assignments for activities E, F and G indicate that several conditions345
must be met.346
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Figure 5: Excerpt of the organisational model described by Russell et al. [20]
4.2. RAL Org347
RAL Org extends RAL Core by adding four types of expressions and four types of348
constraints that allow selecting people according to their organisational information based on349
the organisational metamodel depicted in Figure 5. This metamodel is part of the metamodel350
described by Russell et al. [20] as a basis for the definition of the WRPs [18]. In a nutshell,351
it consists of persons, capabilities, positions, roles and organisational units. A person (also352
called individual resource, individual or just resource) may have a set of capabilities, such as353
her skills or information related to her professional experience. Each person occupies one or354
more positions within an organisation. In turn, each position participates in one or several355
roles and belongs to one organisational unit. Note that because a position is a member356
of just one organisational unit, each organisational unit has its own hierarchy of positions357
representing the lines-of-reporting within it, and work can be reported and/or delegated358
between members of an organisation according to their positions in the organisational units.359
In particular, the people who occupy a position can report work to their superiors, i.e., the360
people who occupy the position immediately above and who are directly connected to the361
lower position in the model; and they can delegate work to those who occupy any position362
that is lower in the hierarchy as long as it is directly or indirectly connected to it. The363
organisational metamodel described in the running scenario (cf. Section 2) fits within this364
metamodel. In the rest of this paper, we use the term group resource to refer to positions,365
roles and organisational units as a whole.366
RAL Org expressions and constraints have been defined to cover all of the relations that367
appear in the metamodel (occupies, isMemberOf, participatesIn, hasCapability, reportsTo,368
canDelegateWorkTo) plus one expression that selects people based on the group resources369
shared with a specific person:370
HAS (PositionConstraint | UnitConstraint | RoleConstraint [IN UnitConstraint]). It en-371
ables position-based, organisational unit-based and role-based people selection by372
means of a PositionConstraint, a UnitConstraint or a RoleConstraint. In RAL Org,373
these constraints consist of explicitly specifying the position, the organisational unit or374
the role in question, respectively. Optionally, the role can be constrained to a specific375
organisational unit using the isMemberOf relation of the organisational metamodel.376
In the running example (cf. Figure 3), examples of position-based selection are the377
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assignment for C and the second part of the assignment for F. An example of organ-378
isational unit-based selection is the first condition of the assignment for activity E.379
Finally, examples of role-based selection are the assignments in activities G, A and B.380
HAS CAPABILITY CapabilityConstraint. It allows selecting resources based on their capa-381
bilities by means of a CapabilityConstraint, which consists of either having a certain382
capability or meeting a certain condition on the value of a capability. For instance,383
the expression HAS CAPABILITY MSc selects all the people with a master’s degree.384
[DIRECTLY] REPORTS TO PositionRef | IS [DIRECTLY] REPORTED BY PositionRef. It allows385
expressing constraints based on the reportsTo relation of the organisational metamodel.386
DIRECTLY is used for stating whether we do not want to move up more than one report-387
ing level by transitivity. For instance, the expression DIRECTLY REPORTS TO Anthony388
selects the people who are one level down with regard to Anthony in the hierarchy389
shown in Figure 1, i.e., Betty, Daniel, Anna and Charles.390
CAN DELEGATE WORK TO PositionRef | CAN HAVE WORK DELEGATED BY PositionRef. It is sim-391
ilar to the previous one but using the organisational relation canDelegateWorkTo, i.e.,392
moving down in the positional hierarchy. In this case transitivity is implicit by defini-393
tion (cf. Figure 5). For instance, the expression CAN DELEGATE WORK TO POSITION OF394
John selects the people occupying superior positions in the hierarchy who are connected395
by transitivity with John’s position according to Figure 1, i.e., Charles and Anthony.396
SHARES Amount (POSITION | UNIT | ROLE [IN UnitConstraint]) WITH PersonConstraint. It397
allows selecting an individual who has some or all position(s), role(s) or organisational398
unit(s) in common with a specific person, indicated by a PersonConstraint. An exam-399
ple is the second condition of the assignment for activity E in Figure 3.400
4.3. RAL Data and RAL DataOrg401
These modules allow selecting individuals or group resources indicated in a data field402
of a data object of the process according to the BPMN [9] specification of the BP data403
perspective7. Therefore, the required information is unknown until run time; hence, these404
extensions provide support for the Deferred Allocation creation pattern [20]. We will call the405
constraints that are focused on the run-time selection of participants run-time constraints.406
Specifically, RAL Data extends the PersonConstraint of RAL Core with the condition407
PERSON IN DATA FIELD dataObject.fieldID. RAL DataOrg extends the PositionConstraint,408
RoleConstraint, and UnitConstraint of RAL Data in a similar way. An example for the409
running scenario would state that the potential performer of activity C is the person specified410
as the main researcher of the project in document Travel Authorisation, with the expression411
IS PERSON IN DATA FIELD TravelAuthorisation.MainResearcher.412
7A Business Process can have a set of Data Objects, which can contain one or more Data Fields, whose
values may change throughout execution of the process.
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4.4. RAL AC413
RAL AC stands for RAL Access-Control and it extends RAL Core to enable the speci-414
fication of run-time constraints related to the resources allocated to other activities of the415
process, thus providing support for the SoD, Case Handling and Retain Familiar creation416
patterns. Furthermore, RAL AC allows selecting resources allocated to process activities417
with different degrees of responsibility related to their execution, i.e., different task duties.418
Therefore, RAL AC extends PersonConstraint with the condition ANY PERSON TaskDuty419
ACTIVITY activityID to express that the person specified in the constraint must be the420
actual performer of a specific or any task duty defined for another activity of the same BP421
instance. The set of task duties considered in RAL AC is open and may vary depending on422
the organisation. For instance, in case of using the task duties defined in the RASCI matrices423
[7], there would be one person responsible (R) for the activity, one person accountable (A)424
for it, one person providing support (S) for its execution, one person who can be consulted425
(C) during its execution, and one person being informed (I) about milestones related to the426
activity. For these task duties, the element TaskDuty can be defined as follows:427
TaskDuty := RESPONSIBLE FOR | ACCOUNTABLE FOR | PROVIDING SUPPORT FOR428
| CONSULTANT OF | INFORMED ABOUT429
In this paper, we take this definition as a reference for the examples provided. Examples430
are the assignment for D and the first condition in the assignment for F in Figure 3.431
5. Properties of R3C-processes432
As discussed in Section 3, the person-activity analysis operations must take the semantics433
of the BP control flow into account. This fact increases both the conceptual and computa-434
tional complexity of the implementation of these operations, thus making their automation435
much more difficult. However, as we show next, for some BPs it is not necessary to model436
the full semantics of the control flow, making them amenable to automatic analysis using437
DL reasoners, as detailed in Sections 6 and 7. We have coined the term R3C-process to438
denote such BPs.439
An R3C-process is a resource-aware BP whose control flow meets the following three440
requirements:441
• There are no dead activities in the BP, i.e., all activities in the process can be executed.442
• For all pairs of activities in the process that are related to each other with an access-443
control constraint, both are either executed at least once or not executed at all; there444
is a valid execution in which the two activities are executed exactly once; and if one445
or both are in a loop, they can be executed an unbounded number of times.446
• For all pairs of activities in the process whose resource assignment depends on the same447
data field (cf. RAL Data and RAL DataOrg in Section 4), both are either executed448
at least once or not executed at all.449
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Symbol Description
O An organisational model
AI = A× P Set of possible activity instances of a business process.
(a, p) Activity a was allocated to person p (task duty Responsible).
AIF All posible complete traces of a business process that are valid w.r.t its control flow.
Σ = AIF ×∆ Set of complete executions of the BP including both its trace and the data objects.
σ Process execution of the BP.
#σa Number of times activity a is executed in σ.
ρ Resource assignment. For convenience ρσ(a) represents the people who meet the
resource selection condition of activity a according to O and σ.
R− valid(σ) Evaluates whether the execution σ has a resource allocation valid w.r.t. the resource
assignment.
DA′ The data objects used by the resource assignment of any activity a ∈ A′.
ACg(a) The activities that belong to the same AC-group as activity a.
T The subset of Σ that includes all R− valid process executions.
Ta The subset of T that includes all R − valid process executions whose trace contains
activity a.
S A set of R− valid tuples similar to T but assuming that all activities are executed at
least once.
Table 1: Summary of the most relevant symbols used in the formalisation
The first requirement is actually a requirement for any process from a practical perspec-450
tive. The second requirement is a restriction only applicable to activities that are related451
to each other with an access-control constraint, and it is usually applied in the related lit-452
erature [10]. In fact, as far as we know, all proposals apply a similar requirement or even453
require that activities with access-control constraints cannot be in a loop. Finally, the third454
requirement only applies to activities that depend on the same data field, which is an im-455
provement in comparison with related literature because the related studies do not even456
support the use of data objects in resource assignments (cf. Section 9).457
In the following, we formalise the notions that have been intuitively introduced in the458
previous sections and prove that for R3C-processes it is not necessary to model the full459
semantics of the control flow to perform person-activity analysis operations. For the sake of460
simplicity, we first consider solely one task duty and in Section 5.5 we show how it can be461
extended to several task duties.462
5.1. Preliminaries463
Some definitions are necessary to formalise the notions that have been intuitively intro-464
duced in the previous sections. Table 1 summarises the most relevant ones.465
Definition 1 (Activity instance). Let A be the set of activities of a business process bp,466
and P be the set of persons in an organisation O. An activity instance is a tuple (a, p) that467
represents the execution of an activity a ∈ A by a person p ∈ P , which also means that p468
has been allocated to activity a. The set of all possible activity instances is AI = A×P . For469
convenience, we define two operations on activity instances: pia(ai) = a and pip(ai) = p for470
any activity instance ai = (a, p).471
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Note that this definition of activity instance assumes that only one person can be allo-472
cated to an activity, and hence, there is only one task duty associated to the execution of473
an activity. However, the results for one task duty can be easily extended to several task474
duties as described in Section 5.5.475
Definition 2 (Execution trace). Let bp be a business process, A be the set of activities476
of bp, Ainit ⊆ A be the subset of activities with which bp can start, and Aend ⊆ A be the477
subset of activities with which bp can end. An execution trace of length n ∈ N is a function478
τ : {0, . . . , n − 1} 7→ AI that specifies a sequence of activities that can be executed in479
sequential order according to the control flow of business process bp and the person allocated480
to the activity,8 where pia(τ(0)) ∈ Ainit. The set of all traces of arbitrary length over AI such481
that pia(τ(n− 1)) ∈ Aend is denoted as AIF . Therefore, AIF represents all possible complete482
traces of business process bp that are valid according to its control flow.483
Definition 3 (Data objects assignment). Let bp a business process, D = {df1, . . . , dfn} be484
the fields of data objects of bp that have data related to resources, and P , R, PS and U be the485
people, roles, positions and organisational units defined in the organisational model O, we486
define the assignment of values to the data objects of bp that have data related to resources487
by means of function δ : D 7→ P ∪R ∪ PS ∪ U . The set of all possible assignment of values488
for the data objects of a business process is denoted as ∆.489
Definition 4 (Process executions). Let bp be a business process, τ be an execution trace of490
bp and δ be a data object assignment of bp. A process execution σ = (τ, δ) is a tuple that491
includes both its trace and the state of its data objects that have data related to resources.492
The set of all possible process executions of bp is denoted as Σ = AIF ×∆.493
For a process execution σ = (τ, δ), with τ = {(0, aix), . . . , (n− 1, aiy)}, we write aij ∈ σ494
if aij is an element of the trace in the process execution, and σ(i) to refer to the activity495
instance τ(i). Moreover, we define #σa = |{ai ∈ σ|pia(ai) = a}| as the number of times496
activity a is executed in the process execution σ497
A consequence of this definition is that we assume that the assignment of values to data498
objects that have data related to resources do not change in a BP execution. Note also that499
this restriction do not apply to other data objects used in the process that are not involved500
in resource assignment.501
According to these definitions, any person in the organisation can be allocated to any502
activity of the process. However, this is often not true and there are restrictions concerning503
who can participate in an activity. These restrictions are specified by the resource selection504
conditions included in a resource assignment, which can be defined as follows:505
Definition 5 (Resource selection condition and resource assignment). Let O be an organi-506
sational model with P persons and bp a business process with A activities:507
8This definition is an extension of the one of firing sequence in [21] to include the performer of the activity.
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• A resource selection condition c ∈ C is a predicate defined over P and Σ that selects508
a certain subset of the people in the organisation according to the information present509
in σ, where C is the set of all possible resource selection conditions.510
• A resource assignment is a function that assigns a resource selection condition to the511
activities of the process: ρ : A 7→ C. For convenience, we write ρσ(a) to refer to512
the people who meet the resource selection condition of activity a according to the513
information present in σ: ρσ(a) = {p ∈ P | ρ(a) = c ∧ c(p, σ)}.514
In the following, when we talk about a BP, we assume it includes an specification of its515
resource assignments, i.e., it is a resource-aware BP.516
In a resource-aware BP, a resource allocation defined by a process execution σ is valid if517
the people allocated to each activity fulfills the restrictions specified in the resource assign-518
ment.519
Definition 6 (Resource-valid process execution). Let O be an organisational model and let
bp be a business process. A process execution σ of bp is valid with respect to the resource
assignment specified by ρσ, denoted as R− valid if:
R− valid(σ)⇔ ∀ai ∈ σ(pip(ai) ∈ ρσ(pia(ai)))
For convenience, we denote T = {σ ∈ Σ|R − valid(σ)} as the set of all R-valid process520
executions and Ta = {σ ∈ T |#σa > 0} as the set of all R-valid process executions whose trace521
contains activity a.522
5.2. Formalisation of person-activity operations523
Building on the previous definitions, the person-activity operations detailed in Section 3524
can be formalised as follows:525
Definition 7 (Person-activity operations). Let O be an organisational model with P persons526
and A be the activities of a business process bp, we define:527
• The potential participants of an activity a as those people who meet the resource selec-
tion conditions of a for some process execution σ ∈ T :
PP (a) = {p ∈ P | ∃σ ∈ Ta(p ∈ ρσ(a))}
• The potential activities of a person p as those activities whose resource selection con-
dition is met by p for some process execution σ ∈ T :
PA(p) = {a ∈ A | ∃σ ∈ Ta(p ∈ ρσ(a))}
• A resource assignment of bp is consistent if for any process execution of bp (σ ∈ Σ),
it is possible to find a R − valid process execution (σ′ ∈ T ) that is activity-equivalent
(i.e. the same activities are executed in the same order) with σ:
CC ⇔ ∀σ ∈ Σ(∃σ′ ∈ T (σ ≡A σ′))
where σ ≡A σ′, if their traces have the same length n and contain exactly the same528
sequence of executed activities: pia(σ(i)) = pia(σ
′(i)) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1529
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• The critical participants as those people for which there are one or more activities in
the process such that they have to be allocated to some activity instance of any of these
activities in any possible execution that involves them:
CP = {p ∈ P | ∃A′ ⊆ A(TA′ 6= ∅ ∧ ∀σ ∈ TA′(∃a ∈ A′(p ∈ Rσa)))}
where TA′ = Ta1 ∪ . . . ∪ Tan with A′ = {a1, . . . , an}530
• The critical activities of a person p as those activities whose resource selection condi-
tion is only met by p:
CA(p) = {a ∈ A | ∀σ ∈ Ta(ρσ(a) = {p})}
The non-potential participants and non-potential activities can be trivially defined from531
the potential participants and the potential activities, respectively. Moreover, α-PP and532
α-PA can be defined just by considering Tα instead of T , with Tα = {σ ∈ T | ∀a ∈ A(#σa ≤533
1)}, i.e., those R−valid process executions in which all activities are executed at most once.534
5.3. RAL-based Resource Assignments535
In our proposal, RAL expressions are used to define resource selection conditions, which536
means that resource selection conditions may depend on either the organisational model (if537
it contains RAL Org expressions, e.g. HAS ROLE r1), the values assigned to data objects (if538
it contains RAL Data or RAL DataOrg expressions, e.g. IS PERSON IN DATA FIELD d.f), or539
the allocation of people to other activities (if it contains RAL AC expressions, e.g. IS ANY540
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTIVITY a1). The last two dependencies determine the influence541
of a process execution on the people selected by a RAL expression and can be defined with542
the following relations.543
Definition 8 (Data relation). Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be the activities of a process and let D544
be the assignment of values to data fields related to resources. We denote by Da ⊆ D the545
data fields that are used by the resource assignment of activity a. Furthermore, let A′ ⊆ A,546
then DA′ is the set of data fields used by any activity a in A
′: DA′ = {d ∈ Da | a ∈ A′}.547
For instance, if the assignment of a is IS PERSON IN DATA FIELD d.f, then Da = {d.f}.548
Definition 9 (AC-relation). Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be the activities of a business process.549
The AC relation ∼⊆ A×A contains all pairs (x, y) and (y, x) such that the RAL expression550
of x contains an access-control constraint with y. Furthermore, we write x  y if (x, y) 6∈∼551
For instance, in our running example we have that:552
∼= {(RegisterAtConference, SendTA), (SendTA,RegisterAtConference),
(CheckResponse, SubmitCRV ), (SubmitCRV,CheckResponse),
(SendTA, F illTA), (FillTA, SendTA)}
553
Using this relation, we can partition the set of activities of a business process based on554
whether they are related by means of an access-control constraint as follows.555
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Definition 10 (AC-group). Let A = {a1, . . . , an} be the activities of a business process bp,556
P(A) be the power set of A, and ∼ be the AC-relation of bp. AC-groups ⊆ P(A) is the set557
of connected components of the graph defined as AC-graph = (A,R), where the nodes are558
the set of activities A and the edges R = {{x, y}|x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ A ∧ (x ∼ y)} represent the559
fact that two activities are related by means of an access-control constraint. Furthermore,560
we use ACg(a) for each activity a ∈ A to refer to the AC-group to which activity a belongs.561
Therefore, each activity in an AC-group is AC-related with another activity in the same
AC-group and it is not AC-related with any other activity outside from that AC-group. In
our example:
AC-groups = {{SubmitCRV,CheckResponse},
{RegisterAtConference, SendTA, F illTA},
{MakeReservations},
{SignTA}}
AC-groups are relevant because the influence of the process execution on the people562
selected by a resource selection condition can be analysed based on it because of two reasons.563
First, the order in which activities are performed is not relevant from the perspective of564
resource assignments because they only depend on data objects and the people allocated565
to activities. This means that, from now on, we can consider a trace τ of length n as a566
multi-set of AI whose elements are τ(i) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1. Moreover, the number of times567
an activity is performed is also irrelevant with respect to the people who meet a resource568
selection condition provided that they are performed by the same set of people.569
Second, the people who meet the resource selection condition of an activity are also not570
influenced by the executions of the activities that belong to a different AC-group because571
there is no AC − relation between them by definition of AC-group. For instance, in our572
example, the people who meet the resource selection condition of C is not going to change573
regardless of who is or may be allocated to other activities of the process. However, the574
people who meet the resource selection condition of D depend directly on the people allocated575
to B, and hence, if the set of people allocated to B changes, the set of people who meet the576
resource selection condition of D changes as well.577
5.4. Person-activity operations with R3C-processes578
Based on the definition of AC-group, we can formalise the concept of R3C-process that579
was introduced at the beginning of this section.580
Definition 11 (R3C-process). Let AC = {a1, . . . , an} be an AC-group of a process bp, AC581
is a AC3C-group iff:582
• For all process execution σ ∈ Σ of bp, there is not ai, aj ∈ AC, such that #σai ≥583
1 ∧#σaj = 0.584
• There exists a process execution σ ∈ Σ of bp such that for all ai ∈ AC(#σai = 1).585
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• If there exists a process execution σ ∈ Σ of bp such that ∃ai ∈ AC(#σai > 1), then it586
must exist at least a process execution σ′ ∈ Σ of bp such that ∃ai ∈ AC(#σai > n), with587
n arbitrarily large.588
An R3C-process is a process whose AC-groups are all AC3C-groups and for all process589
execution σ ∈ Σ, there is not ai, aj ∈ A, such that Dai ∩Daj 6= ∅ and #σai ≥ 1 ∧#σaj = 0.590
Consequently, if an AC-group AC has only one activity, then AC is an AC3C-group.591
In our example, all of the AC-groups of the business process are AC3C-groups because: (i)592
G and Sign Travel Authorisaton are the only activities in their group; (ii) in all process593
instances if A is executed at least once then E is also executed at least once; and (iii) if594
either F, D or B are executed at least once, then the others are executed at least once as well.595
Furthermore, for each AC-group there is a valid process instance in which all its activities596
are executed exactly once, specifically the one that does no take the loop. Therefore the597
process of our example is an R3C-process.598
Note that AC3C-group does not imply that the activities in the same AC-group must599
be executed the same number of times. For instance, B may be executed an unbounded600
number of times, but F is executed only once.601
The most interesting aspect of R3C-processes is that the person-activity analysis oper-602
ations can be defined over a tuple of a multi-set of activity instances and assignments of603
values to data objects S that do not model the full semantics of the control flow. Specifically,604
it only needs to identify the activities that are in a loop, which despite being well-known605
that the general case requires exponential time and space, can be obtained very efficiently606
for sound free-choice systems [22] as demonstrated by Weidlich et al. [23].607
Definition 12. Let A be the activities of a business process, let AL ⊆ A be the activities of608
a business process that are in a loop, i.e. AL = {a ∈ A|∃σ ∈ Σ(#σa > 1)}. Let AI be the set609
of all possible activity instances and let ∆ be the set of all possible data states. S is a tuple610
defined as S = {S ∈ B(AI)×∆ | ∀a ∈ A(#Sa ≥ 1) ∧R− valid(S) ∧ ∀a ∈ A \AL(#Sa ≤ 1)}.611
Note that B is the set of all multi-sets over AI.612
Both S and T represent sets of R − valid tuples of multi-sets defined on AI and data613
states δ. Apart from the order relation in traces, which is not relevant from the perspective614
of resource assignments as discussed above, there are two main differences between them.615
The first one is that in S there must be at least one activity instance for each activity,616
whereas this does not hold in T , in which one can find a trace where an activity is not617
executed at all. The second difference lies on the relation between the number of times an618
activity can be executed. In S there is no relation at all between the execution of different619
activities. However, this does not hold in T . For instance, activities that are in sequential620
order in a loop are always executed the same number of times. Nevertheless, despite these621
differences, the following theorem holds.622
Theorem 1. For any R3C-process bp with A activities whose resource assignment is con-623
sistent, it holds that for any a ∈ A, Ta and S are equivalent with respect to the people who624
meet the resource selection conditions of an activity, i.e., ∀σ ∈ Ta(∃S ∈ S(ρσ(a) = ρS(a))625
and ∀S ∈ S(∃σ ∈ Ta(ρS(a) = ρσ(a)))).626
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Proof. See Appendix B.627
Based on this result, we can now prove that S can be used instead of T to compute the628
potential participants at design-time in R3C-processes.629
Corollary 1. For any R3C-process bp whose resource assignment is consistent, it holds630
that the potential participants of T and S at design-time coincide, i.e., for all a ∈ A,631
PP (a) = {p ∈ P |∃s ∈ S(#sa ∧ p ∈ ρS(a))}.632
Proof. The potential participants are defined as PP (a) = {p ∈ P |∃σ ∈ Ta(p ∈ ρσ(a))}.633
According to Theorem 1 we have that for any a ∈ A we can use S instead of Ta and the set634
of people who meet the resource selection condition (ρσ(a)) does not change. Therefore, the635
potential participants can be defined as PP (a) = {p ∈ P |∃S ∈ S(p ∈ ρs(a))}636
A similar proof can be done for the non-potential participants, the potential activities,637
the non-potential activities, the critical activities and the critical participants.638
Concerning consistency checking, we have to introduce first the notion of an α-consistent639
process as follows.640
Definition 13 (α-consistency). A process with A activities is α-consistent if there is an641
element of S with exactly one activity instance for all of the activities, i.e., ∃S ∈ S(∀a ∈642
A(#Sa = 1))643
The interesting aspect of α-consistency is that in R3C-processes it is equivalent to normal644
consistency.645
Theorem 2. For any R3C-process bp, it holds that bp is consistent ⇔ bp is α-consistent646
Proof. See Appendix B.647
As a result, checking the consistency of a process can be reduced to checking its α-consistency.648
5.5. Extension to several task duties649
A resource assignment with several task duties can be defined as follows:650
Definition 14 (Resource assignment with several task duties). Let O be an organisational651
model with P persons, bp a business process with A activities, TD the set of all possible task652
duties and C be the set of all possible resource selection conditions. A resource assignment653
with several task duties is a partial function that assigns a resource selection condition to a654
pair activity-task duty: ρ : A× TD 7→ C.655
Based on this definition, the results presented above can be easily extended to resource656
assignments with several task duties. Let bp be a business process whose resource assign-657
ment ρ involves different task duties. We just have to build a new process bp′ such that658
each activity a of bp is substituted by several activities ad that are executed sequentially,659
one for each task duty d such that ρ(a, d) is defined. For instance, if bp has an activity660
C with resource assignment defined for two task duties responsible and accountable, in bp′661
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Axiom DL Syntax Semantics
Subconcept C1 v C2 CI1 ⊆ CI2
Equivalent concept C1 ≡ C2 CI1 = CI2
Disjoint with C1 v ¬C2 CI1 6= DI2
Same Individual u1
.
= u2 {a ∈ 4I |∃b ∈ 4I .uI1 (a) = b = uI2 (a)}
Different from u1 6 .= u2 {a ∈ 4I |∃b1, b2 ∈ 4I .uI1 (a) 6= b = uI2 (a)}
Subproperty P1 v P2 {a ∈ 4I |∀b.(a, b) ∈ P I1 → (a, b) ∈ P I2 }
Equivalent property P1 ≡ P2 {a ∈ 4I |∀b.(a, b) ∈ P I1 ↔ (a, b) ∈ P I2 }
Inverse P− {(b, a) ∈ 4I ×4I |(a, b) ∈ P I}
Table 2: DL axioms
two activities are added instead, namely C responsible and C accountable. The resource assign-662
ment ρ′ of bp′ for these new activities is defined as ρ′(C responsible) = ρ(C , responsible) and663
ρ′(C accountable) = ρ(C , accountable), respectively.664
Because bp′ is itself a business process, all of the results presented above can be applied665
for bp′ as well. For instance, the potential participants operation for several task duties is666
defined as PP (a, d) = {p ∈ P | ∃σ ∈ Tad(p ∈ ρσ(ad))}.667
6. DL Semantics of Resource Assignments with RAL668
According to the formalisation principles defined by Hofstede and Proper [24], the se-669
lection of the style and target domain to formalise a language should be driven by the670
goal pursued with the formalisation (Primary Goal Principle). In our case, we propose a671
formalisation based on a semantic mapping to Description Logics (DLs) [25] with the pri-672
mary objective of establishing a sound basis for sophisticated automated support. DL is a673
decidable subset of First Order Logic (FOL) that serves primarily for formal descriptions674
of concepts, properties9 (relations between concepts), and individuals (instances of the con-675
cepts). In particular, a Knowledge Base (KB) comprises two components, the TBox and the676
ABox. The TBox describes terminology, i.e., the KB in the form of concepts and property677
definitions, and their relations; the ABox contains assertions about individuals using the678
terms from the TBox.679
As exemplified in Tables 2 and 3, DLs have a rich set of knowledge representation con-680
structs that can be used to formally specify knowledge about the BP resource perspective,681
which in turn can be exploited by DL reasoners for inference purposes, i.e., for deductively682
inferring new facts from knowledge that is explicitly available [26]. In particular, in the ta-683
bles, Ci denotes a concept description, Pi denotes a property, and ui denotes an individual.684
A is typically used to refer to atomic concepts. An interpretation I consists of a non-empty685
set 4I (the domain of the interpretation) and an interpretation function that assigns to686
every atomic concept A a set AI ⊆ 4I and to every atomic property P a binary relation687
P I ⊆ 4I ×4I .688
9They are also called roles, but we use properties because it is common in FOL and helps us avoid
confusion.
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Constructor DL Syntax Semantics
Universal, top > 4I
Bottom ⊥ ∅
Intersection C1 u C2 CI1 ∩ CI2
Union C1 unionsq C2 CI1 ∪ CI2
Negation ¬C 4I \ CI
All values from ∀P.C {a ∈ 4I |∀b.(a, b) ∈ P I → b ∈ CI}
Some values ∃P.C {a ∈ 4I |∃b.(a, b) ∈ P I ∧ b ∈ CI}
Max cardinality ≤ nP {a ∈ 4I ||{b ∈ 4I |(a, b) ∈ P I}| ≥ n}
Min cardinality ≥ nP {a ∈ 4I ||{b ∈ 4I |(a, b) ∈ P I}| = n}
Qualified at-most restriction ≤ nP.C {a ∈ 4I ||{b ∈ 4I |(a, b) ∈ P I ∧ b ∈ CI}| ≤ n}
Qualified at-least restriction ≥ nP.C {a ∈ 4I ||{b ∈ 4I |(a, b) ∈ P I ∧ b ∈ CI}| ≥ n}
Table 3: DL concept constructors
There are two reasons to choose DLs as a formalisation mechanism for RAL. First, RAL689
expressions can be observed as a way to specify a subset of the people of an organisation690
by defining a set of conditions they must satisfy (e.g., HAS ROLE Researcher). This way691
of defining RAL expressions fits nicely into the way DLs express their concepts, and hence,692
they provide a very natural way to describe the problem. This allows the Semantics Priority693
Principle [24] to be followed. Furthermore, this makes it easier to avoid unnecessary rep-694
resentational choices, as suggested by the Conceptualisation Principle [24]. Consequently,695
we can define RAL Core semantics and then extend them for RAL Org, RAL Data, RAL696
DataOrg, and RAL AC without modifying the essence. The second reason for choosing697
DLs is that there is a plethora of off-the-shelf DL reasoners that can be used to automat-698
ically analyse RAL expressions and, thus, to automatically infer information from them.699
This stems from the fact that the semantics of the W3C recommendation Web Ontology700
Language (OWL) 2 [27] to express ontologies for the semantic web are defined in DLs, and701
hence, many tools have been developed in the last few years to support a variety of semantic702
web use cases.703
To formalise RAL using DLs, the organisational and BP models both have to be mapped704
into DL elements as well as RAL expressions themselves and the resource assignments. Thus,705
although there are a significant number of concepts in the problem domain, we have tried to706
keep the number of concepts in the formalisation as small as possible, as suggested by the707
Orthogonality Principle [24], which encourages one to keep a one-to-one relation between708
semantic concepts and domain concepts.709
Next, we describe every mapping in detail, divided into four groups: the mapping of the710
organisational information, the mapping of the BP elements, the mapping of RAL expres-711
sions into DL concept descriptions, and the mapping of the resource assignments. For all712
the DL expressions, we use a syntax commonly used for DLs [28] (cf. Tables 2 and 3).713
6.1. Mapping the Organisational Information714
To map the organisational metamodel into DLs, one concept is added to the TBox for715
each and every class included in the metamodel (cf. Figure 5). We keep the same names716
for the sake of understanding. Hierarchies are also included in the TBox by using the717
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Property Subproperty Of From To Property Type
occupies Person Position
participatesIn Position Role
isMemberOf Position OrganisationalUnit
reportsTo extendedReportsTo Position Position Functional
extendedReportsTo Transitive
canDelegateWorkTo Position Position Transitive
hasCapability Person Capability
hasDegree hasCapability
hasExperience hasCapability
Table 4: Properties in the TBox related to organisational information
conceptInclusion axiom that DLs provide. Data properties are added for the classes that718
contain attributes. For example, capabilities can have their own properties, e.g., a Degree719
has a property value of standard type xsd:string, and capability Experience has fields “years”720
of type xsd:integer and “topic” of type xsd:string.721
The explicit relations among the classes of the metamodel are mapped into properties of722
the TBox, i.e., the properties hasCapability, occupies, reportsTo, participatesIn, and the like723
are added to the TBox (cf. Table 4). Cardinality must be configured for all the properties724
according to the relations in the organisational metamodel. If the cardinality is less than725
or equal to 1, the property is defined as functional. Otherwise, an axiom to specify the726
cardinality is added. For instance, to specify that “a Person occupies one or more Positions”,727
axiom Person v ≥ 1 occupies.Position is added. The information about cardinality has728
not been included in Table 4 for the sake of readability.729
As seen in the table, the hierarchical relations among the positions of an organisation730
have received special treatment. Specifically, a superproperty extendedReportsTo has been731
created to make the property corresponding to the reportsTo relation transitive. This enables732
defining assignments such as “activity C can only be performed by a person who is reported733
by somebody reported by a person who occupies the position PhD Student”. However,734
there is no functional variant of the property canDelegateWorkTo as the relation in the735
organisational metamodel is N:M.736
Once the organisational metamodel is mapped into the KB, it is possible to map specific
organisational models. The elements of a model are defined as individual assertions in the
ABox. Thus, each specific person, role, position, organisational unit, and capability is added
to the ABox and associated with the corresponding concept of the TBox. For instance, the
following DL assertion specifies that Principal Investigator (ABox) is a Role.
Role(PrincipalInvestigator)
Furthermore, all individuals are defined as disjoint from each other because DLs do not
assume it:
PrincipalInvestigator 6 .= ProjectAccountAdministrator 6 .= ... 6 .= ProjectResourceManager
The relations among elements are defined using equivalence axioms (cf. Table 2). For
instance, the relation between Post-Doc Researcher and the roles it participates in is defined
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as:
∃participatesIn−.{PostDocResearcher} ≡ {ProjectStaffMember,Researcher}
The reason for using equivalence axioms instead of property assertions is to avoid the737
open world assumption in DLs [28]. The open world assumption consists of assuming that738
the information in the KB may be incomplete, and hence, the absence of a property assertion739
does not imply the fact being false. However, in our case, we assume that the information740
defined in the organisational model is complete.741
6.2. Mapping Business Process Information742
From an abstract point of view, the goal of the KB concerning the modelling of BP in-743
formation is that each KB models the execution of one process instance. Consequently, the744
TBox includes two concepts (Activity and DataObject) that represent the elements from745
the BP model and two concepts (ActivityInstance and DataObjectInstance) that repre-746
sent the instances of activities and data objects that appear in the process instance during747
execution. All these concepts are disjoint with each other. The two sets of concepts are748
related by means of functional property isOfType, whose domain is ActivityInstance and749
DataObjectInstance and whose range is Activity and DataObject, respectively. Alloca-750
tions are modelled by means of property hasDuty, which is a super-property for all the task751
duties defined for a specific BP model and relates an ActivityInstance with the concept752
Person from the organisational model. All of these concepts and properties are generic and753
appear in every TBox regardless of the BP model that is being mapped into the KB.754
Concerning the elements that are specific to a BP model bp, Algorithm 1 shows the755
axioms and assertions that must be added to the KB. First, the algorithm adds properties756
to the KB for each task duty included in the assignment (lines 4–6). Then, the individuals of757
Activity and a subconcept of ActivityInstance for each activity in the BP are added (lines758
7–11). After that, the individuals of DataObject and a subconcept of DataObjectInstance759
that represents all the instances for each data object used in the process are added. Finally,760
DL properties are added for each relevant property of the data object, i.e., those that refer761
to people, roles, positions, or organisational units (lines 12–20).762
Three of the axioms added deserve specific attention. The first is axiom {do} v=763
1isOfType− in line 16, which is added to follow the assumption made by BPMN [9] and764
many other process modelling notations that in a process instance there is just one instance765
for each data object. The other two are the different individual axioms of lines 8 and766
13, which are the usual way to axiomatize the unique name assumption in DLs [27]. An767
alternative that avoids the enumeration of all individuals is to give unique names to activities768
and data objects by means of a data property and use a key axiom to state that all individuals769
of Activity (resp. DataObject) are uniquely identified by such data property [29].770
One characteristic of this mapping is that all possible process executions of the BP can771
be modelled with the KB. Specifically, let bp be a BP extended for different task duties as772
detailed in Section 5.5, σ be a process execution of bp, and piac(ai
bp) = a and pid(ai
bp) = d773
be the activity (resp. the task duty) of aibp ∈ σ, i.e., ad = pia(aibp). The process execution774
σ can be modelled as follows:775
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Algorithm 1 This algorithm maps a set of activities A, task duties TD, and data objects DO
of a business process bp to the DL-based KB.
1: IN: Abp, TDbp, DObp the set of activities, task duties and data objects of process bp
2: IN: KB a DL knowledge base
3: OUT: KB updated with the corresponding axioms and assertions
4: for all task duty dbp ∈ TDbp do
5: add property d as subproperty of hasDuty with domain ActivityInstance and range Person
6: end for
7: add axiom Activity ≡ {a1, . . . , an} for all activity abpi ∈ Abp
8: add axiom stating that all activities a are different from each other
9: for all activity abp ∈ Abp do
10: add axiom AIa ≡ ∃isOfType.{a} uActivityInstance
11: end for
12: add axiom DataObject ≡ {do1, . . . , don} for all data objects dobpi ∈ DObp
13: add axiom stating that all data objects do are different from each other
14: for all data object dobp ∈ DObp do
15: add axiom DOIdo ≡ ∃isOfType.{do} uDataObjectInstance
16: add axiom {do} v= 1isOfType−
17: for all property f of data object do referred to a person (resp. position, role, unit) do
18: add property f with domain DOIdo and range Person (resp. Position, Role, Unit)
19: end for
20: end for
1. Adding an assertion AIpiac(aibp)(ai) for each ai
bp ∈ σ. This assertion adds an individual776
to the ABox of the KB called ai with the same type of activity as aibp.777
2. Adding a property assertion d(ai, pip(ai
bp)) for each aibp ∈ σ, where d = pid(aibp) is the778
task duty performed by pip(ai
bp). This assertion adds to the KB the information about779
the resource allocation of aibp.780
3. Adding a property assertion f(do, x) for each dobpf ∈ D, where D is the fields of data781
objects of the process that have data related to resources and x = δ(dobpf ).782
Note that the KB also models other executions that are not allowed in the BP. For783
instance, in our example, an execution without any activity instance of F would be valid in784
the KB, but not in the BP.785
6.3. Mapping RAL Expressions and Constraints786
A RAL expression defines the conditions that must be met for each task duty involved787
in an activity. Consequently, a subset of all the people in the organisation is selected to788
become potential performers of the task duty for the activity. This idea can be naturally789
expressed in DLs by mapping each RAL expression to a DL concept description that is a790
subconcept of Person. This mapping is formalised by means of the following definition.791
Definition 15 (RAL expression mapping). Let RAL be the set of all possible RAL ex-792
pressions and constraints and DL be the set of all possible concept descriptions in DLs.793
φ : RAL 7→ DL is a function that maps RAL expressions and constraints to their corre-794
sponding concept description in DLs and is defined as shown in Table 5.795
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The mapping specified by φ makes the following assumptions:796
1. The type of data fields used in RAL Data expressions contain valid references to the797
organisational model and is coherent with the type of resource expected in the RAL798
Data expression, i.e., if the expression is IS PERSON IN DATA FIELD d.f, the value799
of data field f of data object d must be the name of a person who belongs to the800
organisation.801
2. The people selected by RAL AC expressions such as IS ANY PERSON responsible802
for ACTIVITY a are all people who have performed activity a with the task duty803
responsible for. Therefore, if a is in a loop and is executed more than once, any of the804
performers of the corresponding task duty in a are selected by this RAL expression.805
Finally, note that φ is not a DL construct but an auxiliary function that we use outside806
the context of DLs to make the description of the mapping more readable. Furthermore, for807
the sake of brevity, not all of the possible expressions and constraints that can be defined808
are included in Table 5, where the first column indicates in which RAL module the type809
of expression or constraint (second column) is defined (cf. RAL Specification in Section810
4), the third column contains a subset of all the possible RAL expressions and constraints,811
and the last column shows the description in DLs. In Figure 6, we provide the DL concept812
descriptions for the RAL expressions shown in Figure 3.813
6.4. Mapping Resource Assignments with RAL814
An allocation of a person p to an activity instance ia of activity a for a task duty d
can be easily represented in the DL-based KB as a property assertion d(ia, p). Therefore,
a resource assignment of a for d, ρ(a, d), can be modelled as an axiom that states that all
activity instances (AIa) of a must have as performers for task duty d only people who fulfil
the RAL expression specified in ρ(a, d). Because the result of the mapping φ defined in the
previous section is a subconcept of Person that represents all the people who fulfil the given
RAL expression, the axiom can be written as:
AIa v ∀d.φ(ρ(a, d))
In addition, together with this axiom, it is necessary to state that if activity a has a
resource assignment defined for task duty d, then all activity instances of a have exactly one
person as performer for task duty d:
AIa v= 1 d.Person
However, if activity a does not have a resource assignment defined for task duty d, then
all activity instances of a must not have any performer for task duty d:
AIa v= 0 d.Person
Algorithm 2 shows how these axioms can be automatically added to the KB from a815
resource assignment ρ.816
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Submit
Camera Ready Version (A). (HAS ROLE Researcher IN UNIT HRMS) OR
(HAS ROLE ProjectStaffMember IN UNIT HRMS)
∃occupies.(∃participatesIn.{Researcher} u ∃isMemberOf.{HRMS}) unionsq
∃occupies.(∃participatesIn.{ProjectStaffMember} u ∃isMemberOf.{HRMS})
Fill Travel Authorisation (B). HAS ROLE Researcher IN UNIT HRMS
∃occupies.(∃participatesIn.{Researcher} u ∃isMemberOf.{HRMS})
Sign Travel Authorisation (C). HAS POSITION ProjectCoordinator
∃occupies.{ProjectCoordinator}
Send Travel Authorisation (D). IS ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY FillTA
∃responsibleFor−.(AIFillTA)
Check Response (E). (HAS UNIT HRMS) AND (SHARES SOME POSITION WITH ANY PERSON
responsible for ACTIVITY SubmitCRV)
∃occupies.(∃isMemberOf.{HRMS}) u ∃occupies.(∃occupies−.(∃responsibleFor−.(AISubmitCRV )))
Register at Conference (F). (IS ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY SendTA) AND
(HAS POSITION PhDStudent)
∃responsibleFor−.(AISendTA) u ∃occupies.{PhDStudent}
Make Reservations (G). (HAS ROLE Clerk) OR (IS PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR ACTIVITY
MakeReservations IN ANOTHER INSTANCE)
∃occupies.(∃participatesIn.{Clerk}) unionsq ∃h−responsibleFor.{MakeReservations}
Figure 6: DL concept descriptions for the RAL expressions shown in Figure 3
7. Automated Analysis of the Resource Perspective817
The approach we follow to provide a DL-based reference implementation for each person-818
activity operation is based on the results detailed in Section 5. It involves using the mappings819
described in Section 6 to model the organisational model, the business process and the820
resource assignment as a DL-based KB and then expressing the analysis operations in terms821
of standard DL reasoning operations, which are implemented by existing off-the-shelf DL822
reasoners. Our goal is not to provide the most efficient implementation of every operation823
but an implementation that can be used as a reference for the development of more efficient824
implementations for some of these operations, which could be done using other formalisms825
or ad-hoc algorithms.826
7.1. A DL-Based KB for Analysis Operations827
Before defining the analysis operations in terms of standard DL reasoning operations, it828
is necessary to introduce the DL-based KB that will be used.829
Definition 16 (DL-based knowledge base KC). Let O be an organisational model, bp be830
a business process, and ρ be a resource assignment for the activities of bp. KC is a DL-831
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Algorithm 2 This algorithm maps a resource assignment ρ for a business process bp to the
DL-based KB. φ is the mapping of RAL expressions detailed in Section 6.3.
1: IN: ρ a resource assignment, bp a business process
2: IN: KB a DL-based knowledge base
3: for all activity abp in the business process bp do
4: for all task duty dbp in the task duties of bp do
5: if is defined ρ(abp, dbp) then
6: add axiom AIa v ∀d.φ(ρ(abp, dbp)) to KB
7: add axiom AIa v= 1 d.Person to KB
8: else
9: add axiom AIa v= 0 d.Person to KB
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
based KB obtained after mapping the elements of O, bp, and ρ into DLs using the mappings832
described in Section 6 and including the following axioms:833
1. For every activity a in the business process that is not in a loop: {a} v≤ 1isOfType−834
2. For every activity a in the business process: {a} v≥ 1isOfType−835
With these two axioms, KC is defined so that it models the set of tuples S (cf. Defi-836
nition 12). Specifically, the first axiom restricts the KB to take into account the fact that837
activities that are not in a loop should have only one activity instance in each BP instance.838
Thus, it models the third condition of S. The second axiom models the first condition of839
S by assuming that all activities are executed at least once. Finally, it is not necessary to840
explicitly include the second condition of S, which imposes that all its elements are R−valid841
because, by definition, the only valid activity instances in KC are those that are R− valid.842
7.2. Person-Activity Analysis Operations in DL843
Equipped with the KB KC , the person-activity analysis operations can be formulated844
in terms of standard DL reasoning tasks that are implemented by most DL reasoners. In845
particular, the following DL reasoning tasks are used.846
• Concept subsumption, which is the problem of deciding whether a concept C1 is sub-847
sumed by another concept C2 with respect to a KB K. In particular, we are interested848
in obtaining all concepts that are subsumed by a concept C1 and denote this reasoning849
task as subconceptsK.850
• Concept retrieval, which is the problem of computing the set containing exactly every851
instance of a concept C with respect to a KB K. We denote this reasoning task as852
individualsK.853
• Consistency, which is the problem of deciding whether a KB K is consistent. We854
denote this reasoning task as consistentK.855
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7.2.1. Basic Person-Activity Analysis Operations856
The non-participants of an activity a for task duty d are those people p for which there
is no ia ∈ AIa such that d(ia, p), i.e., those people p such that p ∈ Person u ¬∃d−.AIa.
This corresponds to the concept retrieval reasoning task, and hence, the non-participants
operation can be expressed in terms of a DL reasoner as follows:
NP (abp, dbp) = individualsKC (Person u ¬∃d−.AIa)
Having the non-participants of an activity a for a task duty d, the potential participants857
of a for task duty d can be obtained as those people who are not non-participants of a for task858
duty d because for any person p and task duty d, it holds that PP (a, d)∪NP (a, d) ≡ Person,859
and PP (a, d) ∩NP (a, d) = ∅.860
The same approach can be followed for the operations that obtain the activities in which861
a person can participate. The non-potential activities of a person p for task duty d are those862
activities for which there is no ia ∈ AIa such that d(ia, p). Therefore, an activity a is a863
non-potential activity of a person p regarding a task duty d if its activity instances AIa v864
ActivityInstanceu¬∃d.{p}. This corresponds with the concept subsumption reasoning task865
as follows:866
NPA(pbp, dbp) = subconceptsKC (ActivityInstance u ¬∃d.{p})
Finally, similar to potential participants, the potential activities of a person p for a867
task duty d can be obtained as those activities of the process that are not amongst its868
non-potential activities.869
Apart from these four operations, there are situations, such as those discussed in Sec-870
tion 3, in which it is convenient to consider that each activity of the process is executed871
only once, i.e., loops are executed only once. This fact can be modelled as described in the872
following definition.873
Definition 17 (DL-based knowledge base K1C). Let O be an organisational model and bp874
be a business process, K1C is a DL-based KB obtained after adding to KC the axiom {a} v=875
1isOfType− for every activity a.876
The intuitive effect of adding these axioms is that it limits the number of activity in-877
stances per BP instance to one. Therefore, because KC models S, K1C models {S ∈ S | ∀a ∈878
A(#Sa = 1)}, where A is the set of activities of the business process. Consequently, α-NP879
(resp. α-PP, α-NPA and α-PA) can be defined exactly the same as NP (resp. PP , NPA880
and PA) but using K1C instead of KC . For instance:881
α-NP(abp, dbp) = individualsK1C (Person u ¬∃d−.AIa)
7.2.2. Consistency Checking Person-Activity Operations882
According to Theorem 2, checking the consistency of a BP is equivalent to checking883
its α-consistency. Next, we show that the α-consistency of a process can be computed by884
checking the consistency of K1C as detailed by the following property.885
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Lemma 1. If the mapping to DL of both the organisational model and the business process886
model are consistent, for any R3C-process bp with A activities, it holds that bp is α-consistent⇔887
K1C is consistent.888
Proof. ⇒ Let bp be α-consistent and assume K1C is inconsistent. Because the mapping to889
DL of both the organisational model and the business process model are consistent, the only890
reason K1C is inconsistent is because of a contradiction caused by the three axioms that are891
added to those mappings by K1C , namely:892
AIa v = 1d.Person
AIa v∀d.φbp(ρbp(abp, dbp))
{a} v = 1isOfType−.AIa
However, because bp is α-consistent, for each activity a of bp there is a person p such893
that d(ia, p), and isOfType(ia, a) holds. This satisfies the three axioms and, hence, yields894
a contradiction with K1C inconsistent.895
⇐ We shall prove its contraposition, i.e., bp not α-consistent⇒ K1C is not consistent. If896
bp is not α-consistent, it means that {S ∈ S | ∀a ∈ A(#Sa = 1)} is empty, i.e., there is897
some activity x for which there is no person p such that d(ix, p), and ix ∈ AIx. However,898
from Section 6.4 we have that for each activity a with a resource assignment it holds that899
AIa v= 1d.Person, making AIa insatisfiable. Furthermore, because in K1C , as in KC , we900
have that for every activity a in the BP there is at least one activity instance ({a} v≥901
1isOfType−.AIa), then AIa insatisfiable makes K1C inconsistent.902
Consequently, the consistency checking operation can be expressed in terms of the con-
sistency reasoning task as follows:
CC ⇔ consistentK1C
7.2.3. Criticality Checking Person-Activity Operations903
The two criticality checking person-activity operations can be defined in terms of DL
reasoning tasks as follows. A person p is a critical participant for task duty d if there is a
subset of activities in the process such that p has to be allocated to task duty d of some
activity instance of any of these activities in any possible execution that involves any of
them. In other words, a person p is critical if KC entails that p participates with task duty
d in some activity instance of the process KC |= p ∈ ∃d−.ActivityInstance, which can be
easily computed using a DL reasoner by means of the concept retrieval reasoning task:
CP (dbp) ≡ individualsKC (∃d−.ActivityInstance)
An activity a is critical for person p and task duty d if p is the only person who can
perform task duty d in activity a. In other words, a is critical if AIa v ∃d.{p}. Therefore,
to obtain all critical activities of a person, the concept subsumption reasoning task can be
used as follows:
CA(pbp, dbp) ≡ subconceptsKC (∃d.{p})
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7.3. Considerations about RAL Data and RAL DataOrg904
A particular aspect of RAL expressions that include RAL Data or RAL DataOrg is that905
there is no possible way of controlling a priori which value will have a data field because it906
might be a human user who decides it. This could lead to potential consistency issues in907
the resource assignment.908
The typical approach to facing this type of situation is defining a validation function909
that checks whether the value used in the data object is valid. In our case, the validation910
function is the Consistency Checking operation. Therefore, to check whether the value v for911
field f of the data object do is valid, a data object instance ido and the assertion f(ido, v)912
must be added to K1C . Then, the Consistency Checking operation can be used to check913
whether there is a possible allocation for this value v.914
In many cases, it is very convenient to know not only whether a value is valid or not but915
all the possible valid values so that the user only has to choose one value amongst them. To916
do so, we can follow exactly the same approach used to obtain the potential participants of917
an activity. Therefore, if DO represents all data object instances of data object do such that918
ido ∈ DO, one can use instances(Person u ¬∃f−.DO) to obtain all the people who cannot919
be in the data object instance ido for field f . Consequently, all the remaining people of the920
organisation can be in the data field.921
Furthermore, the same approach can be used to check the possible values for group922
resources for RAL DataOrg. For instance, the reasoning operation to obtain the roles that923
cannot be in the data object instance for field f would be instances(Role u ¬∃f−.DO).924
8. Evaluation925
In the following, we report on the evaluation of RAL and of the implementation of the926
seven analysis operations.927
8.1. RAL Expressiveness928
One of our greatest concerns when developing RAL was to make it expressive as well929
as automatable. The WRPs have been used as a reference framework to assess the ex-930
pressiveness of a number of proposals pursuing the same goal as RAL [30, 31, 6, 10, 32].931
We specifically use the creation patterns for such evaluation, as they are the patterns re-932
lated to resource selection. These patterns, as defined in [20], include Direct Allocation, i.e.,933
the ability to specify at design time the identity of the resource that will execute a task;934
Role-Based Allocation, i.e., the ability to specify at design time that a task can only be935
executed by resources that correspond to a given role; Deferred Allocation, i.e., the ability936
to defer specifying the identity of the resource that will execute a task until runtime; SoD,937
i.e., the ability to specify that two tasks must be allocated to different resources in a given938
BP instance; Case Handling, i.e., the ability to allocate the activity instances within a given939
process instance to the same resource; Retain Familiar, i.e., the ability to allocate an in-940
stance within a given BP instance to the same resource that performed a preceding activity941
instance, when several resources are available to perform an activity instance; Capability-942
Based Allocation, i.e., the ability to offer or allocate instances of an activity to resources943
34
based on specific capabilities they possess; History-Based Allocation, i.e., the ability to offer944
or allocate activity instances to resources based on their previous execution history; and945
Organisational Allocation, i.e., the ability to offer or allocate activity instances to resources946
based their organisational position and their relationship with other resources.947
Patterns Authorisation and Automatic Execution are not on the list. The former is not948
included because it is unrelated to the definition of conditions for resource selection and the949
latter because it is unrelated to the assignment language and is inherently supported by all950
Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs). RAL provides support for eight of them,951
as shown with the examples in Table 6. Only History-Based Allocation is not covered at952
the moment.953
8.2. Analysis954
A framework for the analysis of the resource perspective in BPs called Collection of955
Resource-centrIc Supporting Tools And Languages (CRISTAL) [4], available at http://956
www.isa.us.es/cristal, has been developed. CRISTAL serves two main purposes: i) to957
show the feasibility10 of implementing the analysis operations described in Section 7; ii) to958
pave the way for a successful API that can be integrated into a broad variety of tools, from959
process modellers to process engines through process monitoring consoles, and that can be960
extended to provide further management capabilities for the resource perspective in BPs.961
Next, we detail how these two purposes have been achieved and we conclude with some962
performance considerations.963
8.2.1. Implementation of the Analysis Operations964
We have developed the support necessary for the automated execution of all of the965
person-activity operations, using the procedures described in the previous sections, in a966
component of CRISTAL called RAL Analyser.967
The first step that needs to be performed to implement the analysis operations as de-968
scribed in Section 7 is to create the DL-based KBs (KC , K1C). This implementation has been969
performed with OWL ontologies [27] because most DL reasoners are designed to use OWL970
ontologies as input. OWL is a knowledge representation scheme designed specifically for use971
on the Semantic Web that exploits existing Web standards (XML and RDF) and the formal972
rigor of DLs. The following OWL ontologies are created:973
• Two ontologies obtained after mapping the organisational metamodel and the BP974
metamodel used in RAL as detailed in Section 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.975
• Two ontologies obtained after mapping the organisational model as detailed in Sec-976
tion 6.1 and the BP model as detailed by Algorithm 1.977
• One ontology obtained after mapping the resource assignments with RAL following978
Algorithm 2.979
10We refer to feasibility from a theoretical point of view, i.e., whether something is doable.
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Figure 7: Sequence diagram of an analysis operation as implemented by RAL Analyser
• Two ontologies for KC and K1C obtained by importing the aforementioned ontologies980
and adding the axioms that are specific for each KB.981
The first two ontologies have been manually defined in OWL because they do not change982
with new organisational models or BP models. The other ontologies are automatically983
generated by RAL Analyser using the Java OWL API11.984
Figure 7 depicts a sequence diagram that illustrates all these steps for resolving a design-985
time analysis operation. First, a design-time RAL Analyser is instantiated with its con-986
text, and it creates a new KB and uses the different mappers (OMMapper, BPMapper, and987
DTAssignment Mapper) to map the context into it. It also creates an OWLReasoner that will988
be used during the execution of analysis operations. When an analysis operation is invoked,989
the analyser transforms it in terms of DL standard reasoning operations, as detailed in Sec-990
tion 7, and uses the OWLReasoner to solve them. In the current version, RAL Analyser uses991
HermiT [33]. Other DL reasoners that implement the OWL API reasoner interface can be992
seamlessly used instead.993
8.2.2. API for Resource Analysis in Business Processes994
CRISTAL [4] provides a common interface for the resource analysis operations and a plug-995
gable framework into which many different implementations of them can be integrated. In996
fact, apart from RAL Analyser, CRISTAL includes another implementation of the resource997
11http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 8: RAL analyser operations integrated into PRspectives
analysis operations called RAL-neo4j, which is based on the graph database Neo4J12. The998
approach followed in this implementation is very similar to the one used in RAL Analyser:999
the models are mapped into the database and RAL expressions are mapped as database1000
queries. However, there is no support for RAL AC constraints or for the considerations1001
regarding RAL Data and DataOrg detailed in Section 7 because they require reasoning1002
about future activity instances that may occur, and Neo4J does not provide the reasoning1003
capabilities of DLs.1004
CRISTAL also implements a REST API for the analysis operations. This enables their1005
integration with other Web applications. Using this feature, RAL Analyser has been inte-1006
grated with PRspectives13, a BP modeller with support for multiple perspectives, including1007
the resource perspective. Specifically, PRspectives uses the REST API to invoke the design-1008
time analysis operations to guide the user while defining resource assignments for a BP.1009
Figure 8 illustrates how it shows information about the potential participants, the critical1010
activities and the consistency of the assignments.1011
8.3. Performance Considerations1012
As previously mentioned, our goal is not to provide the most efficient implementation of1013
every operation but (1) a definition of several novel analysis operations for the BP resource1014
12www.neo4j.org
13www.isa.us.es/prspectives
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perspective, (2) a formalisation of all these operations, and (3) a reference implementation1015
that can be used as a guide for the development of more efficient implementations for some1016
of the operations. Therefore, it is not our purpose to provide a thorough performance1017
evaluation of the implementation. However, we do provide some figures to give an idea of1018
how this reference implementation performs.1019
8.3.1. Execution Environment1020
The experiments were performed in a MacBook Pro featuring a 2,66 GHz Intel Core1021
2 Duo processor and 8GB 1067 MHz DDR3. The tests were run using Java 1.7 and the1022
HermiT OWL reasoner 1.3.8. In order to reduce significance of possible outliers produced1023
by occasional interferences with the operating system or the network, averaged times in1024
15 runs were registered and the maximum and minimum timings for each experiment were1025
discarded.1026
The goal of this performance evaluation is to analyse the performance the reasoner1027
would have while changing resource assignments, but not while changing the structure of1028
the organisational model. This means that the tests include the time it takes to load the1029
resource assignments in the reasoner, but they do not include the time it takes to load the1030
base ontologies and the organisational model.1031
8.3.2. Significant Factors1032
Both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, the analysis to determine the1033
tendency of the performance of a DL reasoner is a difficult task because it may depend on1034
a variety of factors. In our experiments, we have considered the following ones:1035
1. The size of the organisational model (O). Intuitively, the bigger the organisational1036
model (i.e., more positions, more people, more roles, more units), the more complex1037
the reasoning, and hence, the more time the analysis operations should take.1038
2. The size of the process model in terms of the number of activities (A). Intuitively, the1039
more activities, the more concepts should be added to the KB, and hence, the more1040
time the analysis operations should take.1041
3. The type of RAL expressions used in the resource assignments. Intuitively, simple1042
expressions such as HAS ROLE r would be faster to solve than composite expressions1043
such as (HAS ROLE r) OR (HAS POSITION p). Furthermore, the inclusion of RAL AC1044
expressions is expected to introduce additional complexity due to the additional depen-1045
dencies they add to the potential participants of an activity as discussed in Section 5.1046
The first factor has been taken into account by analysing the performance using randomly1047
generated organisational models of different sizes. In all of them, the same proportion of1048
people, roles and positions is kept. The second factor has been taken into account by1049
analysing processes of different sizes. Finally, the third factor has been taken into account by1050
analysing the performance of different resource assignments. In particular, three categories1051
of RAL expressions have been established: simple, composite and AC, which correspond with1052
the three types of RAL expressions discussed above; and two sizes of BP models have been1053
considered, namely BP models with 5 and 20 activities. These numbers have been chosen1054
39
based on experiments in the understandability of BPs that suggest that a BP model should1055
not have more than 20 activities [34]. The details about how the organisational models are1056
generated and the concrete resource assignment expressions used in the tests are available1057
at https://github.com/isa-group/cristal/tree/master/ral-performance-tester.1058
8.3.3. Results1059
Figure 9 depicts the results of the performance evaluation for three person-activity op-1060
erations, one for each category of person-activity operations, namely consistency checking,1061
critical participants, and potential participants. Note that the first two operations are ap-1062
plied to the whole process but the potential participants must be applied to a particular1063
activity. Therefore, the numbers for the potential participants are the average of the per-1064
formance evaluation of the potential participants for each activity of the process.1065
The following observations can be made from these results:1066
• Operation consistency checking performs much better than the other two operations.1067
Specifically, it takes between 4 and 6.5 seconds to analyse the consistency of an organ-1068
isational model of 450 people, whereas it takes the same time to execute a potential1069
participants or critical participants operation for an organisational model of 60 peo-1070
ple. The reason for this behaviour is that reasoners are usually more efficient when1071
checking if the ABox is consistent than when retrieving all individuals of a concept of1072
the ontology. As a matter of fact, many individual retrieval operations require first a1073
consistency checking of the KB.1074
• The factor that has the greatest influence is the size of the organisational model.1075
Moreover, the performance of RAL Analyser seems to exhibit an exponential behaviour1076
with respect to the size of the organisational model.1077
• The outlier in the operation potential participants for AC models with 5 activities and1078
more than 60 people in the organisational model is caused because the computation1079
of the potential participants of two out of the five activities of the process take much1080
longer than the other three. This makes the average higher than, for instance, in the1081
case of AC models with 20 activities in which only 2 out of 20 take much longer than1082
the other ones.1083
8.3.4. Threats to validity1084
The internal validity refers to whether there is sufficient evidence to support the conclu-1085
sions and the sources of bias that could compromise those conclusions. In order to minimise1086
the impact of external factors in our results, each analysis operation was executed 15 times1087
for each experiment to get average values. Regarding the random generation of organisa-1088
tional models, we avoided the risk of creating incorrect models by introducing a validity1089
check of the model before executing the analysis operation.1090
The external validity is concerned with how the experiments capture the objectives of the1091
research and the extent to which the conclusions drawn can be generalised. As mentioned1092
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Figure 9: Performance evaluation of RAL Analyser. The x-axis represents time in milliseconds. The y-axis
represents the size of the organisational model in terms of number of people. The names of the categories
identify the type of resource assignment (simple, composite and AC) and the size of the BP model (5 and
20).
before, the goal of this performance evaluation is to analyse the performance the reasoner1093
would have while changing resource assignments. Therefore, if the analysis operations are1094
used in another context (e.g. evolutions in the organisational model), the conclusions ob-1095
tained here may not be representative. Another threat to validity is how the results obtained1096
can be extrapolated to the performance of a person-activity analyser in a real setting. To1097
this end, it would be convenient to compare the structure of the organisational models used1098
in the experiment with the structure of real organisations to better extrapolate the results1099
obtained here to a real setting because the structure of the organisation could also have in-1100
fluence over the performance results. The same thing applies to the type of RAL expressions1101
used in the resource assignments.1102
8.3.5. Discussion1103
From the results obtained in the performance analysis, we can conclude that the consis-1104
tency checking operation performs reasonably well with organisational models of medium1105
size. However, there is still much room for improvement concerning the performance results1106
for critical participants and the potential performers, especially for the latter. Next, we1107
detail several directions in which one can look for improving the performance of the RAL1108
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Analyser:1109
• Using hybrid analysers. This optimisation is based on the fact that if an activity is1110
not involved in a RAL AC expression, then all the operations can be applied to the1111
activity in isolation without considering the rest of the BP model. Therefore, all those1112
activities could be sent to an implementation without reasoning capabilities such as1113
RAL-neo4j, while the others could be sent to the DL-based implementation. This1114
could improve the performance, especially if processes do not have many RAL AC1115
expressions.1116
• Transforming concept retrieval into consistency checking problems in the DL reasoner.1117
This optimisation is based on the fact that DL reasoners are usually more efficient when1118
checking if the ABox is consistent than when retrieving all individuals of a concept of1119
the ontology. Therefore, non-reasoning implementations can be used to obtain a set of1120
possible potential participants for a RAL AC expression following an approximation1121
such as the one defined in [5] and, then, checking in the DL reasoner which of them1122
are actually potential participants. If the number of possible potential participants is1123
low, the performance could be improved significantly.1124
• Using filters to reduce the size of the KB before the analysis is executed. This opti-1125
misation is based on proposals that have faced similar issues in the matchmaking of1126
semantic Web services [35]. The idea is to use a filter that removes from the KB all the1127
elements that are not used in the RAL expressions involving RAL AC constraints. For1128
instance, if activity A has the assignment HAS POSITION pos1 and activity B has the as-1129
signment (IS ANY PERSON responsible for ACTIVITY A) AND (HAS ROLE r1), the filter1130
would remove all positions other than pos1, all roles other than r1, all activities other than A1131
and B, and all people who have neither position pos1 nor role r1. This reduces significantly1132
the size of the KB and, thus, it makes the reasoning much more efficient.1133
9. Related Work1134
The BP resource perspective is increasingly catching the attention of the BPM com-1135
munity. There are many proposals dealing with resource assignment in BPs, e.g. [6, 10,1136
31, 36, 37]. However, despite the need of considering resources together with the other BP1137
perspectives (e.g. data and control flow) for consistency checking and data access control1138
purposes has been described [38], the automated analysis of the BP resource perspective has1139
not received much attention so far, and only two operations have been addressed.1140
Bertino et al. have developed a constraint analysis and enforcement module, consisting1141
of a set of algorithms for consistency checking and resource allocation planning. Based on1142
Logic Programming, the approach checks the design-time consistency of a BP model with1143
regard to its resource assignments; however, the considerations related to BP control flow are1144
disregarded. As a consequence, the analysis operations may not be accurate with processes1145
that contain loops and access-control constraints, as explained in Section 3.1146
The Business Activities introduced by Strembeck and Mendling [10] as a way to model1147
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) in organisations and to define all kinds of access-control1148
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constraints between process activities rely on Petri Nets to check the consistency of the1149
process. The authors addressed consistency checking at design time and at run time, by1150
developing ad-hoc algorithms. As a consequence of that work, subsequent work aimed at1151
developing algorithms for the identification of several potential conflicts related to resource1152
assignment in Business Activities, was performed by Schefer et al. [39]. Detection algorithms1153
were developed regarding design-time constraint definition, design-time assignment relations,1154
and runtime task allocation.1155
The Workflow on Intelligent Distributed database Environment (WIDE) introduced by1156
Casati et al. [40], allows both automatic and manual allocation of tasks to resources. In1157
automatic allocation, the local scheduler module is responsible for dispatching requests for1158
allocation of tasks to resources, and it uses different criteria for resource selection, e.g.1159
workload, availability of resources, and priorities. The only analysis operation mentioned1160
in WIDE specification is referred to the calculation of the Potential Participants of the BP1161
activities, which is done at run time.1162
Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) 2.0 [32] is the current version of an advanced1163
WF modelling language that nowadays covers the BP control flow, data and resource per-1164
spectives. It is equipped with a run-time engine that deals with resource allocation, in such1165
a way that the resource assignments are automatically resolved during BP execution. Thus,1166
the Potential Participants of the process activities are automatically calculated at run time,1167
but there is no support for the analysis of the BP at design time.1168
Similarly to YAWL, Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS) [41], a com-1169
mercial tool suite that provides support for the management of several BP perspectives,1170
addresses the automatic resolution of resource assignments at run time. To the best of our1171
knowledge, design time analysis is outside the scope of ARIS, and no more resource-related1172
analysis operations are supported.1173
Du et al. have developed a resource management system [42] whose resource engine is ca-1174
pable of automatically resolving the resource expressions associated to the process activities1175
at the enactment phase of the BP lifecycle, i.e., at run time. Nothing is said about the tech-1176
nique utilised to perform the analysis or about considering including in the implementation1177
support for more advanced resource analysis.1178
The Constrained WF System designed by Tan et al. [43] is focused on checking for con-1179
sistency related to the resource expressions configured in a process as a set of constraints,1180
with the aim of helping the BP designers to define a sound constrained BP authorisation1181
schema. They define consistency rules for constraint-task pairs that guarantee that there1182
is no inconsistency, ambiguities and redundancy contained in the set of constraints. The1183
authors argue that by guaranteeing the non-existence of these problems, for each resource1184
authorised in a task in the process there is always at least one successful BP instance that1185
satisfies all the constraints. We assume that the operation for calculating the Potential Par-1186
ticipants of the activities is supported by the system. Nothing about the possible existence1187
of exclusive gateways or complex process structures (i.e., loops) is mentioned, so control-flow1188
issues might not be considered. The approach is targeted at design time analysis.1189
Table 7 collects the result of our study of the state of the art regarding the design-time1190
support for the person-activity operations, which are identified with the acronyms defined1191
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Approaches NP PP NPA PA CC CP CA Creation Patterns
Bertino et al. [15] X X 5
Schefer et al. [10] X X 5
WIDE [40] 7
YAWL [44, 32] 6
ARIS [41] 7
Du et al. [42] 4
Tan et al. [43] X X 4
RAL X X X X X X X 8
Table 7: Current support for the person-activity operations at design time
in Section 3. In the cells: Xindicates that automated support is provided; and a blank1192
indicates either that the analysis operation is not supported, or that the information for1193
that operation could not be extracted from the description of the proposal. Nevertheless,1194
we argue that for the approaches supporting the Potential Participants operation, support1195
for the other basic person-activity operations (cf. Section 3) could be developed by extending1196
the approach at a “not very high cost” (regarding time and effort). In addition, the last1197
column of the table shows the number of creation patterns fully supported by the assignment1198
language used for resource selection by the approaches, among the nine patterns defined in1199
Section 8.1. This is important, since the use of expressive languages introduces complexity1200
in the automation of the operations, as is the case of RAL Data, RAL DataOrg and RAL1201
AC due to the run-time constraints.1202
As shown in the table, the operation supported by more approaches is Potential Partic-1203
ipants, specifically supported by the approaches described in [10, 15, 43]. This is not very1204
significant, since it is the most basic operation for an organisation that uses resource-aware1205
BP models and is interested in automating resource allocation. The same three approaches1206
also address design-time Consistency Checking by means of ad-hoc algorithms. We find1207
it reasonable, since at least before launching a process we should make sure that it does1208
not contain inconsistencies related to resource assignment and, hence, there will always be1209
somebody to which every activity can be allocated during the execution of the process. Fur-1210
thermore, Bertino et al. [15], and Strembeck and Mendling [10] consider both static and1211
dynamic access-control constraints. However, these approaches rely on the RBAC model1212
for resource assignment, so the languages used for resource selection are less expressive than1213
RAL in terms of WRPs. In addition, they implement a relaxed notion of consistency check-1214
ing where the control flow of the process is not taken into consideration. Besides, the task1215
duties are neither considered in the resource assignments of current approaches.1216
Therefore, the RAL-based approach presented in this paper is more expressive than most1217
of the approaches for resource assignment, and provides further capabilities for automatic1218
resource analysis, since RAL supports eight out of the nine creation patterns defined in1219
Section 8.1, and we provide design-time support for the seven analysis operations identified1220
using it as resource assignment language.1221
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10. Conclusions and Future Work1222
We have addressed gaps related to resource specification and analysis in BPs. Specifically,1223
we demonstrated how RAL can be used to define expressive resource selection conditions1224
and how its DL-based semantics can be extended to extract useful, valuable information in1225
an automated way. In particular, we have defined a catalogue of seven person-activity op-1226
erations related to how resources are involved in BP activities, for which we have developed1227
design-time support. Due to the expressive power of RAL, other BP perspectives need to1228
be taken into account, namely, the data perspective for the assignments that required infor-1229
mation provided in data fields and the control flow perspective for access-control constraints1230
defined between activities.1231
The main conclusion drawn from this paper is that for the category of processes called1232
R3C-processes, it is unnecessary to model the full semantics of the control flow to implement1233
person-activity analysis operations, and they can be implemented solely using DL reasoners.1234
Giving support to the whole catalogue solely with DLs makes it easier and quicker to build1235
a reference implementation of the whole catalogue such as the one we have developed and1236
integrated as part of CRISTAL14. This implementation can be used as a baseline and guide1237
for developing alternative and perhaps more efficient implementations of the catalogue. In1238
this sense, the proof-of-concept implementation has also revealed that there is still much1239
room for improvement concerning the performance of some of the person-activity operations.1240
We have already identified some potential ways to address this issue in the future, as detailed1241
in Section 8. Finally, we plan to develop run-time support for the catalogue presented in1242
this paper and to extend the work to support teamwork.1243
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Appendix A. RAL EBNF Specification1333
1334
RALExpression := ANYONE1335
| PersonExpr | HierarchyExpr1336
| GroupResourceExpr | DenyExpr1337
| CommonalityExpr | CompoundExpr1338
| Capabi l i tyExpr1339
1340
PersonExpr := IS PersonConstra int1341
1342
GroupResourceExpr := HAS ( Pos i t i onCons t ra in t | UnitConstra int )1343
| HAS RoleConstra int [ IN UnitConstra int ]1344
1345
CommonalityExpr := SHARES Amount (POSITION | UNIT) WITH PersonConstra int1346
| SHARES Amount ROLE [ IN UnitConstra int ] WITH PersonConstra int1347
1348
Capabi l i tyExpr := HAS CAPABILITY Capab i l i tyCons t ra in t1349
1350
HierarchyExpr := ReportExpr | DelegateExpr1351
1352
ReportExpr := Depth REPORTS TO Pos i t i onRe f | IS Depth REPORTED BY Pos i t i onRe f1353
1354
DelegateExpr := CAN DELEGATE WORK TO Pos i t i onRe f | CAN HAVE WORK DELEGATED BY Pos i t i onRe f1355
1356
DenyExpr := NOT ’ ( ’ DeniableExpr ’ ) ’1357
1358
CompoundExpr := ’ ( ’ Expr ’ ) ’ OR ’ ( ’ Expr ’ ) ’ | ’ ( ’ Expr ’ ) ’ AND ’ ( ’ Expr ’ ) ’1359
1360
DeniableExpr := PersonExpr | GroupResourceExpr | CommonalityExpr | Capabi l i tyExpr1361
1362
PersonConstra int := personName1363
| PERSON IN DATA FIELD dataObject . f i e l d ID1364
| ANY PERSON TaskDuty ACTIVITY ac t i v i t y ID1365
1366
47
Pos i t i onCons t ra in t := POSITION ( positionName | IN DATA FIELD dataObject . f i e l d ID )1367
1368
RoleConstra int := ROLE ( roleName | IN DATA FIELD dataObject . f i e l d ID )1369
1370
UnitConstra int := UNIT ( unitName | IN DATA FIELD dataObject . f i e l d ID )1371
1372
Capab i l i tyCons t ra in t := capab i l i t y ID | Capab i l i t yRe s t r i c t i o n1373
1374
Pos i t i onRe f := POSITION OF PersonConstra int | Pos i t i onCons t ra in t1375
1376
Amount := SOME | ALL Depth := DIRECTLY | λ1377
Appendix B. Proofs1378
This appendix includes the proofs for Theorems 1 and 2 of Section 5. In order to do1379
that, we first define the following abbreviations:1380
• Xσa = {ai ∈ σ|pia(ai) 6= a} is the set of activity instances that belong to the trace in a1381
complete process execution σ whose activity is different than a.1382
• Rσa = {p ∈ P |∃ai ∈ σ(pia(ai) = a∧ pip(ai) = p)} is the people that have been allocated1383
to activity a in the process execution σ.1384
Furthermore, several equivalences between pairs of process executions can be defined at-1385
tending to the different perspectives of the business process, namely: control flow, resources1386
and data.1387
Definition 18 (Process execution equivalences). Let σ1 = (τ1, δ1) and σ2 = (τ2, δ2) be two1388
process executions of a business process with A activities whose traces have n and m activity1389
instances respectively:1390
• σ1 is activity-equivalent to σ2, denoted by σ1 ≡A σ2, if they contain exactly the same
sequence of executed activities:
σ1 ≡A σ2 ⇔ n = m ∧ pia(σ1(i)) = pia(σ2(i)) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
• σ1 is resource-equivalent to σ2, denoted by σ1 ≡R σ2, if the same activities have been
performed by the same people in both process executions no matter the order in which
activities have been performed nor the number of times an activity has been performed
provided that it has been performed by the same people:
σ1 ≡R σ2 ⇔ ∀a ∈ A(Rσ1a = Rσ2a )
• σ1 is data-equivalent to σ2, denoted by σ1 ≡D σ2, if they have the same assignment of
values to their data objects:
σ1 ≡D σ2 ⇔ δ1 = δ2
Moreover, we write σ1 ≡D
d1,...,dn
σ2 to denote that δ1(di) = δ2(di) for all di ∈ D with1391
1 ≤ i ≤ n.1392
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We now introduce two lemmas which are used in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. The1393
first lemma formalises the intuition that the order in which activities are performed and the1394
number of times an activity is performed are irrelevant with respect to the people that meet1395
a resource selection condition provided that they are performed by the same set of people.1396
Lemma 2. For any σ1, σ2 process executions of a business process, it holds that if σ1 ≡R σ21397
and σ1 ≡D σ2 then ρσ1 = ρσ21398
Proof. To prove it, we assume that there exist two σ1 and σ2 such that σ1 ≡R σ2 and1399
σ1 ≡D σ2 and ρσ1 6= ρσ2 . In that case, since the organisational model O is the same, the1400
data state is exactly the same and the resource selection conditions are the same as well, the1401
only reason why the people that meet the resource selection conditions may be different is1402
that there exists at least one activity a such that the people that meet its resource selection1403
conditions are defined using some RAL AC constraints that causes that ρσ1(a) 6= ρσ2(a).1404
Since all RAL AC constraints refer to people that have performed an activity, this means1405
that the difference between σ1 and σ2 must be that there is at least one person that has1406
performed an activity in σ1 and it has not performed the same activity in σ2. However, this1407
contradicts the fact that σ1 ≡R σ2.1408
The second lemma formalises the intuition that the people that meet the resource se-1409
lection condition of an activity are not influenced by the executions of the activities that1410
belong to a different AC-group.1411
Lemma 3. Let A be the activities of a business process bp, let AC-groups = {ac1, . . . , acn}1412
be the AC-groups of bp and let x, y ∈ A be two activities such that x ∈ aci, y ∈ acj1413
and i 6= j. For any process executions σ1, σ2 of bp such that σ1 ≡D
Daci
σ2 it holds that1414
Xσ1y = X
σ2
y ⇒ ρσ1(x) = ρσ2(x).1415
Proof. In order to verify this lemma, we consider the following two situations:1416
• x is the only activity in its AC-group aci. This means that x is not AC-related with1417
any other activity, i.e., there is not an a ∈ A such that x ∼ a. If this is the case,1418
the people that meet the resource selection condition of x do not change when the BP1419
trace changes. Moreover, since σ1 ≡D
Daci
σ2, there is no change in the data fields used by1420
x either. Therefore, we conclude that ρσ1(x) = ρσ2(x).1421
• x is with at least another activity in its AC-group aci. Since y 6∈ aci, it means that1422
x  y and that there is not any set of activities {ai, . . . , aj} with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n such that1423
x ∼ ai, . . . , aj ∼ y15. This means that x is neither directly nor indirectly AC-related1424
with y and, hence, the people that meet the resource selection condition of x do not1425
change regardless of the number of executions and allocations made in y. Furthermore,1426
since σ1 ≡D
Daci
σ2, there is no change in the data fields used by any activity in aci either,1427
thus making ρσ1(x) = ρσ2(x).1428
15Otherwise, all {ai, . . . , aj} would belong to aci by definition of AC-group and, hence, y would also belong
to aci, which contradicts y 6∈ aci.
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1429
Finally, we recall Theorems 1 and 2 and prove them.1430
Theorem 1. Let O be an organisational model with P persons. For any R3C-process bp1431
with A activities whose resource assignment is consistent, it holds that for any a ∈ A,1432
∀σ ∈ Ta(∃S ∈ S(ρσ(a) = ρS(a)) and ∀S ∈ S(∃σ ∈ Ta(ρS(a) = ρσ(a)))).1433
Proof. 1. Let σ ∈ Ta be an execution of the BP and let A>0 = {a ∈ A | #σa > 0}. To prove1434
the first part we have to find an S ∈ S such that ρσ(a) = ρS(a). If for all A = A>0, then1435
S = σ. Otherwise, we have to build S such that it includes all of the ai ∈ σ and its data1436
state for DA>0 is the same as in σ plus at least one (x, px) ∈ AI for each x ∈ A \ A>0 and1437
values for all data fields D \ DA>0 . Furthermore, the addition of these activity instances1438
and values of data fields should be done in a way such that ρS(a) does not change and the1439
resulting S must be R− valid.1440
The former requirement is not an issue since the BP is an R3C-process and we have that1441
#σa > 0, which means that #
σ
y > 0 for all y that belong to the AC-group of a and for all1442
z such that Dz ∩ Dy 6= ∅. This means that only activity instances from other AC-groups1443
that depend on different data fields must be added and, according to Lemma 3 we have that1444
the people that meet the resource selection condition of an activity are not influenced by1445
the executions of the activities that belong to a different AC-group and depend on different1446
data fields.1447
As for the latter requirement, since the BP is an R3C-process, we know that either all1448
activities of an AC-group are in σ or none of them are. Moreover, the BP has no dead1449
activities and its resource assignment is consistent. This means that for each AC-group1450
whose activities x1, . . . , xm are not in σ, there is a σ
′ ∈ T such that (xi, pxi) ∈ ppO,σ′(xi) for1451
all xi ∈ {x1, . . . , xm}. Consequently, we just have to include those (xi, pxi) and the values of1452
the data fields on which they depend in S to make it R− valid(S).1453
2. Let S ∈ S be a R − valid tuple of a multi-set of activity instances and a data state1454
δ. To prove the second part we have to find a σ ∈ Ta such that ρσ(a) = ρS(a).1455
Since there are no dead activities in the BP, we know that there exists at least one1456
σ′ ∈ Ta such that #σ′a > 0. In addition, since the BP is an R3C-process, we have that for all1457
x ∈ ACg(a), it holds that #σ′x > 0 and that σ′ ≡D
DACg(a)
S. Therefore, by Lemma 3, we just1458
need to make sure that ρσ
′
(x) = ρS(x) for all x ∈ ACg(a) to fulfill ρσ(a) = ρS(a).1459
The only problem may appear if there is not any process execution σ′ with the same1460
activity instances as in S for some x ∈ ACg(a). One reason for this may be that the1461
activities at hand are in sequential order in a loop and, hence, they must always be executed1462
the same number of times, whereas this restriction does not apply to the activity instances1463
in S. However, since the BP is an R3C-process: (1) this problem can only appear if there1464
are more than one activity instance for an activity,16 and (2) if that is the case, the number1465
of times the activity is executed is unbounded, which means that one can always find a1466
16If they are executed just once it is a valid execution by definition of R3C-process
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σ′′ that has the same activity instances as S for any x ∈ ACg(a) and adds new activity1467
instances (x, px) with px ∈ OSx as necessary. Consequently, σ′′ is resource-equivalent with S1468
and, hence, ρσ
′′
(x) = ρS(x) for all x ∈ ACg(a) by Lemma 2.1469
Theorem 2. For any R3C-process bp, it holds that bp is consistent ⇔ bp is α-consistent1470
Proof. ⇒ To prove that bp is α-consistent, we have to find an S ∈ S such that R− valid(S)1471
and ∀a ∈ A(#Sa = 1). bp is an R3C-process, which means that for each AC-group =1472
{ac1, . . . , acn} of bp, there is a process execution σi in which all of the elements of aci are1473
executed just once and all the activities that use the same data field as the elements of1474
aci are executed at least once. Furthermore, since bp is consistent, we know that there is1475
an R − valid(σ′i) for any possible sequence of execution of activities of bp; in particular for1476
σ1, . . . , σn. Finally, according to Lemma 3, we have that the people that meet the resource1477
assignment of a are not influenced by the activity instances of any activity x ∈ A that does1478
not belong to the AC-group of a. Thus, we can obtain S by taking from each σ′i the activity1479
instances that correspond to the activities that belong to each aci and the data fields used1480
by them (S = ({ai ∈ σ′i|pia(ai) ∈ aci}, δ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where δ ∈ ∆ such that S ≡D
Daci
σ′i).1481
⇐ Since the process is α-consistent we already have a valid allocation for each activity1482
a considering that all activities of its AC-group are executed just once. Furthermore, by1483
Lemma 2 we know that keeping the same people allocated to the same activities regardless1484
of the number of repetitions of the instances of the process does not change the people1485
that meet the resource selection condition, and by Lemma 3 we have that the people that1486
meet the resource selection condition of a are not influenced by the activity instances of any1487
activity x ∈ A that does not belong to the AC-group of a. Therefore, for all σ ∈ Σ it is1488
possible to find a σ′ ∈ Σ such that R − valid(σ′) just by keeping the same data fields and1489
the same people allocated to the same activities as in the allocation that considers that all1490
activities of the AC-groups whose activities are executed in σ′, are executed once.1491
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